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NV ENERGY; THE CHURCH OF 

JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER-DAY 

SAINTS; MOAPA VALLEY WATER 

DISTRICT; WESTERN ELITE 

ENVIRONMENTAL, INC.; BEDROC 
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VOLUME TWO OF EXHIBITS IN SUPPORT OF EMERGENCY MOTION 
FOR STAY UNDER NRAP 27(E) AND JOINDER 

Appellant, the Center for Biological Diversity, by and through counsel, 

submits Volume Two of its exhibits in support of its Emergency Motion for Stay 

Under NRAP 27(e) and Joinder pursuant to NRAP 8(a)(2). 

 

Affirmation: The undersigned do hereby affirm that the preceding document 

and/or attachments do not contain the social security number of any person. 

 

Dated this 2nd day of June, 2022. 

 

/s/ Scott Lake     

SCOTT LAKE, NV Bar No. 15765 

CENTER FOR BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY 

P.O. Box 6205 

Reno, NV 89513 

slake@biologicaldiversity.org 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I certify that I am an employee of the Center for Biological Diversity, and that 

on this 2nd day of June, 2022 I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by 

electronic service to the participants in this case who are registered with the Nevada 

Supreme Court’s efiling system to this matter. 

 

 

/s/ Scott Lake  

Scott Lake 
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INDEX OF EXHIBITS/EXCERPTS OF RECORD 

Exhibit 

No. 
 Description 

Number of 

Pages 

1 Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order 

Granting Petitions for Judicial Review (April 19, 

2022). 

40 

2 Nevada State Engineer Order 1309 (June 15, 2020) 

(SE ROA 2-69) 

66 

3 Nevada State Engineer Interim Order 1303 (Jan. 11, 

2019) (SE ROA 70-88) 

19 

4 Nevada State Engineer Order 1169 (March 8, 2002) 

(SE ROA 659-669) 

11 

5 Nevada State Engineer Ruling 6254 (Jan. 29, 2014) 

(SE ROA 726-754) 

29 

6 Muddy River Decree (March 12, 1920) (SE ROA 

33770-33816) 

47 

7 Dr. Tom Myers, Technical Memorandum Submitted in 

Response to State Engineer Interim Order 1303 (June 

1, 2019) (SE ROA 33490-34516) 

27 

8 Dr. Tom Myers, Rebuttal Report Submitted in 

Response to Stakeholder Reports and State Engineer 

Interim Order 1303 (August 16, 2019) (SE ROA 

34517-34546) 

30 

9 Application No. 46777 to Appropriate the Public 

Waters of the State of Nevada (March 31, 1983) (SE 

ROA 47837-47840) 

4 

10 Nevada State Engineer’s Ruling 4542, Conditionally 

Granting Application No. 46777 (June 19, 1997) (SE 

ROA 48114-48130) 

17 

11 Memorandum of Agreement Among Southern Nevada 

Water Authority, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 

Coyote Springs Investment LLC, the Moapa Band of 

Paiute Indians, and the Moapa Valley Water District 

(April 20, 2006) (SE ROA 9921-9946) 

26 

12 Stetson Engineers, Inc., Evaluation of Basin 

Hydrogeology and Assessment of the Sustainable 

Yield of the Lower White River Flow System, 

Southeastern Nevada, Prepared for Coyote Springs 

113 
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Investment, LLC (July 3, 2019) (SE ROA 35600-

35712) 

13 F. Eugene Rush, Index of Hydrographic Areas (Sept. 

1968)1 

43 

14 Decision, White Pine County et al. v. King, No. 

CV1204049, (7th Jud. Dist. Ct. 2013).  

23 

 

 

 

 

 
1 This technical report published by the Nevada Division of Water Resources 

and the U.S. Geological Survey was not designated by the State Engineer as part of 

the Record on Appeal, but was introduced in briefing by Appellant Coyote Springs 

Investment, LLC, and appears to have been implicitly relied upon by the District 

Court. See Order at 24-26. 
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July 3, 2019 
 

Tim Wilson, Acting State Engineer 
Nevada Division of Water Resources 
901 S. Stewart St., Suite 2002 
Carson City, NV 89701 
 
Mr. Wilson, 
 
The Center for Biological Diversity is pleased to submit the attached technical memorandum from 
hydrologist Dr. Tom Myers, regarding the questions raised by Interim Order 1303. 
 
As the Center has stated from the beginning of this process, our primary concern is ensuring long-
term sustainable flows in the Muddy River Springs Area (MRSA) to ensure adequate habitat for the 
survival and recovery of the federally protected endangered Moapa dace. Protecting the dace is a 
legal obligation for the Division of Water Resources, in order to ensure compliance with the federal 
Endangered Species Act, and acting in compliance with NRS 533.370(2) to ensure that water right 
applications are not “detrimental to the public interest.” 
 
Dr. Myers’ report contains three primary conclusions: 

 The Division should not allow any pumping of the carbonate aquifer if the continued 
decrease in spring flow in the MRSA is to be avoided. 

 The Kane Springs Valley should be managed as a part of the LWRFS. 
 Some basin-fill pumping could occur without significantly affecting MRSA spring flow, with 

a preliminary estimate of 4,000 afa as a sustainable yield. 
 
We appreciate this opportunity for engagement and look forward to further discussions on this issue. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Patrick Donnelly 
Nevada State Director 

Center for Biological Diversity 

7345 S. Durango Dr. 
B-107, Box 217 
Las Vegas, NV 89113 
702.483.0449 
pdonnelly@biologicaldiversity.org 
 

SE ROA 34490
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Tom Myers, Ph.D. 

Hydrologic Consultant 

P.O. Box 177 

Laporte, PA  18626 

775-530-1483 
 tommyers1872@gmail.com  

Technical Memorandum 

Groundwater Management and the Muddy River Springs, Report in Response to Nevada 

State Engineer Order 1303 

June 1, 2019 

Prepared for: Center for Biological Diversity 

The Nevada State Engineer (NSE) is planning to establish a plan to conjunctively use 

groundwater and surface water in the Lower White River Flow System (LWRFS).  The NSE has 

established the LWRFS as the valleys shown in Figure 1, except that only the northern portion 

of Black Mountains Area would be included.  The basis for his planning is the Order 1169 

aquifer test results and observations ongoing since the end of the test.  The NSE in order 1303 

requested that stakeholders provide reports with “further analysis of the historic and ongoing 

groundwater pumping data, the relationship of groundwater pumping within the LWRFS to 

spring discharge and flow of the fully decreed Muddy River, the extent of impact of climate 

conditions on groundwater levels and spring discharge, and the ultimate determination of the 

sustainable yield of the LWRFS” (NSE Order 1303, p 11).  This report addresses the four points 

the NSE requests stakeholders to address, although in a different order: 

1. The report summarizes the Order 1169 aquifer test, specifically regarding groundwater 

levels throughout the LWRFS and spring flows at Muddy River Springs, and extends the 

interpretations through the recovery period of 2013 through the present, 

2. The report considers the reasons to consider Kane Springs Valley (KSV)as part of the 

LWRFS (the water level is just five feet higher than in Coyote Springs Valley (CSV), and 

pumping in KSV could reverse the gradient pulling water from CSV, 

3. The report addresses the long-term quantity of water that could be pumped from the 

LWRFS without harming any Muddy River Springs.  (Because of the flat gradient over the 

1100 sq miles of the joint management area, there can be no location for pumping 

within  the LWRFS that is safe meaning it would not affect Muddy River Springs), 

4. Finally, the report also considers the relationship between alluvial and carbonate wells 

and how that could affect senior decreed rights to the Muddy River. 

SE ROA 34491
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Figure 1: Study area showing the Lower White River Flow System.  Kane Springs Valley is 

northeast of Coyote Spring Valley. Source: USDOI (2013). 

 
Order 1169 Aquifer Test and the Period 2013 to 2019 

NSE Ruling 6254 summarizes the finding of the 1169 aquifer test as reported on by various 

stakeholders including SNWA (2013), US DOI (2013), Myers (2013), and Johnson and Mifflin 

(2013).  The 1169 aquifer test had been required by NSE Order 1169 to determine the effects of 

developing the carbonate aquifer in CSV. The order had required the participants to pump 8050 
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acre-feet per year (afa) from wells in CSV for two years.  However, for the duration of the test, 

from November 15, 2010 to December 31, 2012, the total pumpage from the CSI wells and MX-

5 well was 11,249 af, or only 5290 afa. During the test period, 79 monitoring and pumping wells 

(MWs and PWs) monitored water levels throughout the area (Figures 2 and 3).  The CSV 

carbonate PWs lie on the east side of the valley near the boundary with Muddy River Springs 

Area (MRSA) and basin fill and carbonate MWs lie throughout the valley (Figures 2 and 3).  

MRSA wells concentrate along a trend along a wash running southeast through the middle of 

the valley (Figures 2, 3 and 4).  The Arrow Canyon wells (Figure 3) are high-producing carbonate 

wells.  The basin fill pumping wells on the southeast portion of MRSA are commonly called the 

Lewis Well field.  The Muddy River Springs also lie in the far southeast portion of MRSA.  The 

clastic rocks just east of the MRSA (Figure 4) may provide a structural boundary that partly 

controls flow and the location of the Muddy River springs (Johnson and Mifflin 2013). 

Southern Nevada is generally very dry and average recharge over the LWRFS is very low (NSE 

Ruling 6254).  But some years can be relatively very wet and the runoff that occurs during those 

years can cause recharge into washes and into outcrops of conductive rock.  The twelve-month 

moving average of monthly precipitation ranges averages near half an inch but was close to 

zero in 2002 and approached 1.3 inches in 2005 (Figure 5).  These monthly values correspond 

with an annual average of about 1 inch and 14 inches per year in those years, as reported by 

USDOI (2013).  Several years in the 1990s have monthly average precipitation near an inch.  

During the aquifer test, the first year, 2011, appears to be slightly wetter than the average and 

2012 became dry relative to most years. 

SE ROA 34493
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Figure 2: General layout and type of wells in the Coyote Spring Area.  Basin 210 is Coyote Spring 

Valley, 219 is Muddy River Spring Area, 220 is Lower Moapa Valley, 218 is California Wash, 217 is 

Hidden Valley, 216 is Garnet Valley, 205 is Lower Meadow Valley Wash, and 206 is Kane Springs 

Valley.  MW is monitoring well; PV is production well.  See Figure 3 for the names for some of the 

wells.  Source of well data: NVSE website. 
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Figure 3: Detailed well layout and names for Coyote Spring Valley (210) and Muddy River Springs 

Area (219).   Source of well data: NVSE website. 
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Figure 4: Lower White River Flow System wells and hydrogeology. 
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Figure 5: Twelve-month running average of precipitation for the southern zone of Nevada.  Data 

from the Western Regional Climate Center, https://wrcc.dri.edu/spi/divplot2map.html 

 
The NSE found that even the reduced pumping completed during the aquifer test satisfied its 

goals and that pumping in CSV caused impacts north in CSV “at least to Kane Springs Valley, 

south to Hidden Valley and Garnet Valley, and southeast to Muddy River Springs Area and 

California Wash” (NSE Order 6254, p 20-21).  There was no monitoring for the test in Kane 

Springs Valley, so it is not possible to assess whether the impacts extended into that valley.  

USDOI (2013) concluded the impacts covered 1100 square miles.  NSE summarized that 

groundwater level declines attributable to MX-5 pumping ranged from less than one foot in 

northern CSV to more than two feet in central CSV to more than a foot in central MRSA and 

California Wash (NSE Order 6254, p 21).  The following paragraphs detail the water levels 

before, during, and after the aquifer test. 

Carbonate MWs in central and southern CSV have varied in parallel since the early 2000s 

(Figure 6).  The trend has been downward except for the increase during the wet period around 

2005.  All the carbonate MWs in central and southern CSV decreased more than two feet during 

the pump test period and all have recovered less than half the pump-test decrease by 2019 

(Figure 6).  The lack of recovery indicates the increased gradient, caused by the 2-foot 

drawdown, does not draw substantially more water from beyond the boundaries of the high-

transmissivity area. Drawdown in northern CSV was much less (not shown).  Basin fill well 

groundwater levels in the southern portion of CSV have also trended downward since the late 

SE ROA 34497
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1990s, with an exception being during the wet period around 2005 (Figure 7).  Well CSV3011M 

water levels increased from its installation in 2008 until the aquifer test.  Well DF-1, a basin fill 

well in the middle of southern CSV, has water levels about 200 feet higher than other wells in 

the area. 

Carbonate MWs in the MRSA also show a long-term downward trend commencing in the 1990s 

with an uptick in 2005 (Figure 8).  USDOI (2013, p 11) identified several wet year responses in 

the groundwater levels, including in 1992, 1993, 2005, and to a lesser degree in 1998 and 2011.  

The small seasonal fluctuation may relate to pumping in the basin fill (Id.), which would reflect 

the connection between aquifers. The 1169 aquifer test accelerated the decline in the MWs in 

the MRSA with a decrease of as much as 2.5 feet.  Recovery since the decline was as much as a 

foot in the first year, but levels have remained steady since. 

Basin fill MWs in the Lewis Field portion of the MRSA have been steady since the 1990s except 

for a three-foot decline in the Lewis North MW (Figure 9).  Lewis South and Lewis 1 Old have 

declined a couple feet since the 1990s, but with an almost ten-foot seasonal variation.  

Seasonal variation in Lewis North was much less.  All wells in the Lewis Field portion of the 

MRSA exhibited a substantial drawdown of several feet during and for two years after the 

pump test (Figure 9).   

Basin fill MWs near the springs have declined, other than the uptick in 2005, since the 1990s 

much more than the Lewis Field wells (Figure 10).   The decline accelerated through the aquifer 

test period, although, in contrast to the carbonate wells, these basin fill wells have mostly 

recovered since the aquifer test.  Seasonal variations are as much as ten feet.  The downward 

trend probably reflects the trend in the carbonate wells, the source for most basin fill water.  

Recovery however could be due to decreased pumpage in the Lewis Field, as discussed below. 
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Figure 6: Hydrograph of carbonate monitoring wells in Coyote Spring Valley, through the Order 

1169 pump test and to 2019.  Source of data-NSE web page. 

 

Figure 7:  Hydrograph of basin fill monitoring wells in the south half of Coyote Spring Valley.  

Source of data - NSE web page. 
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Figure 8: Muddy River Springs Area carbonate monitoring wells. 

 

 

Figure 9:  Hydrographs of basin fill wells in the Lewis Field portion of the Muddy River Springs 

Area. Perforations are from 28 to 68 feet bgs for Lewis North and are unknown for the other wells. 

Source of data - NSE web page. 
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Figure 10: Hydrographs of basin fill wells in the Muddy River Springs portion of the Muddy River 

Springs Area. The Perkins Old well is screened from 20 to 60 ft bgs.  Source of data -NSE web page. 

 
The groundwater levels recorded at the end of the pump test throughout the CSV and MRSA 

show the very flat potentiometric surface from midway up CSV through the MRSA.  The 

groundwater gradient through the area affected by the pump test is very flat because of the 

likely very high transmissivity from about the southern half of Coyote Spring Valley through the 

Muddy River Springs and further downstream to the Lower Moapa Valley (Figure 11).  The 

groundwater elevation ranges from about 1815 ft above mean sea level (amsl) at CSVM-6 

almost three miles northwest of MX-5 to about 1814 at UMVM-1 about 4 ½ miles southeast of 

MX-5.  Interestingly, the groundwater elevation is 1817 at CSVM-1 which is very near MX-5, 

which itself is at 1813.  In other words, there is a small rise in the potentiometric surface of the 

carbonate aquifer southeast of MX-5.  The minor groundwater divide may be slightly southwest 

of the direct flow path, thereby partly bounding the divide.  During pumping, water levels 

throughout this highly transmissive aquifer responded as if the aquifer water is a pond with 

water level changes transmitted quickly throughout. 

Carbonate water levels in northern CSV are several tens to almost 400 feet higher than near the 

southeast portion of CSV, but the water levels did decline during the aquifer test (USDOI 2013).  

The groundwater level in MW CSVM-4, in CSV but near the southern end of Kane Springs Valley, 
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is just six feet lower than well KMW-1 (206 S11 E64 06CACC1) further north in Kane Springs 

Valley.  This suggests the high transmissivity carbonate rock extends into that valley. 

Carbonate groundwater levels drop almost 250 feet between the MRSA and the southeast 

portion of the Lower Meadow Valley Wash valley.  The carbonate groundwater levels in the 

MRSA are several tens of feet above the levels in the basin fill, which drives upward flow into 

the basin fill.  Both observations support the idea of a flow impedance in the carbonate aquifer 

near the southeast boundary of MRSA which could be a major cause of the springs.   

Basin fill water levels in Coyote Spring are substantially higher than the carbonate water levels.  

Most apparent is CE-VF-2 for which the water level is more than 50 feet lower in the carbonate 

(Figures 2 and 11).  Basin fill well DF-1 groundwater levels exceed 2000 ft amsl while underlying 

carbonate wells have levels 200 feet lower.  Because of the aridity of the area and because of 

the likely confining unit between the aquifers, it is unlikely the higher basin fill levels reflect 

substantial recharge to the carbonate. Rather it suggests a hydrologic disconnect.  Groundwater 

levels in basin fill wells CSVM3009M and DF-1 have been trending upward, with no signal from 

the aquifer test; this also indicates there is no connection between carbonate and basin fill. 

Downgradient in the Muddy River Springs Area, the carbonate water levels exceed those in the 

basin fill, which reflects the discharging springs in the area.  In the Lower Meadow Valley Wash 

area, outside of the pump test study area, at wells MW-1 there is a substantial upward gradient 

from depth in a very thick basin fill aquifer. 
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Figure 11: Groundwater level at various wells throughout the study area.  See Figure * for the well 

names.  The label 0 means either the data is not available or the well is a production well and the 

water level is very low. 

A profile of the carbonate groundwater levels through CSV and MRSA at the beginning and 

ending of the aquifer test demonstrates the flatness of the potentiometric surface in the high 

transmissivity zone through the area and how the response decreases to the north (Figure 12).  

For almost 20 miles, the carbonate water level is between 1820 and 1813 feet amsl.  During the 

aquifer test, the level consistently dropped about 2 feet.  The small rise at CSVM-1 may reflect a 

slightly higher groundwater ridge south in CSV, as seen at well CSVM-2 where the groundwater 

levels exceed 1820 feet amsl about five miles south of the profile line (Figure 11).  This slight 

rise suggests there is no flow south from CSV but the groundwater levels in southern CSV did 

decline during the aquifer test. 

Further north at CSVM-4, the groundwater level change was less than a foot.  Groundwater 

levels at well CSVM-4 are also several tens of feet higher than further south.  As noted, 

groundwater levels rise about six feet into Kane Springs.  Even further north, carbonate 
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groundwater levels are about 200 feet higher and there was little effect from the aquifer test.  

Transmissivity is probably lower in northern CSV as reflected by the steeper gradient.  Inflow to 

CSV from Pahranagat or Delamar Valley flows through the lower transmissivity area to reach 

southern CSV and well MX-5. 

 

 

 

Figure 12:  GW elevation from northern Coyote Spring Valley to well EH-4 at the beginning and 

end of the Order 1169 pump test. 

The changes in groundwater levels in the carbonate aquifer manifests in the Muddy River 

Springs Area (Figure 13) spring flows.  Pederson Springs and Warm Springs West provide most 

of the flow to one of the channels that is tributary to the Refuge Stream, which is then tributary 

to the Muddy River Channel (Figure 13).  The Pederson Springs are the highest elevation springs 

on the site. 
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Figure 13: Muddy River Springs area.  Source, SNWA (2018) Figure 2-1. 

 
Discharge from the Warm Spring West decreased from about 4.0 cfs to as low as 3.4 cfs 

between the 1990s and mid-2000s, then after an uptick in flows in the wet period in 2005 

(Figure 14) and during the Order 1169 pump test dropped to almost 3.2 cfs (Figure 14).  It has 

recovered only to a little more than 3.4 cfs since 2012.  At the Pederson springs, flow is about 

half of what it was in the mid-2000s, with much of the decrease occurring during the Order 

1169 pump test (Figure 15).   Flows recovered some after the test, but for about four years 

flows have been steadily low.  At the Pederson Springs East gage, flows had fluctuated around 

0.2 cfs prior to the pump test during which the flow decreased to about 0.14 cfs (Figure 15).  

The flow has not recovered at these springs. 

USDOI (2013) determined that the flow rate at Pederson Springs had declined about 63% and at 

Pederson East Spring about 45% during the test.  Flow at Warm Springs West (Figure 14) 

declined about 9% during the test.  USDOI (2013) correlated spring flows to carbonate 

groundwater level drawdown and found that if the rate of drawdown observed during the 

aquifer test continued, Pederson Spring, the highest elevation spring in the MRSA, would have 

gone dry in 1.5 years.  USDOI also estimated that Pederson East Spring would have gone dry in 

another 2.5 to 3 years if pumping continued.  In other words, if the trend observed on Figure 15 
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had continued, the springs would be dry.  Flow at Jones and Baldwin Springs (Figure 13) 

declined about 4%.  Curiously, the flow at Muddy Springs increased by 19% per year, possibly 

due to decreased evapotranspiration (ET) resulting from a fire in July 2010. 

USDOI also estimated that 80 to 90% of the groundwater pumped during the aquifer test was 

drawn from groundwater storage (USDOI 2013, p 4) which means that the groundwater system 

is far from being in equilibrium, which occurs when inflow (recharge and groundwater flow 

from adjoining basins) equals the outflow. Although several ecologically important springs had 

their flow reduced substantially during the aquifer test, those flow reductions represent only a 

small portion of the outflow from the LWRFS.  Continued pumping at those rates would have 

continued to decrease spring flow as the pumping removed additional groundwater storage 

and decreased the groundwater level controlling discharge from the springs.  Even after 

pumping ceases, groundwater discharge would continue to reduce as it is diverted to replenish 

the groundwater storage (make up drawdown).   

The discharge before the aquifer test was spring discharge and existing pumpage.  As pumpage 

increased, the spring discharge would decrease until the sum equals the inflow.  Because of the 

extremely flat gradient through the carbonate system, the pump test has essentially reset 

steady state conditions.  A major recharge event may eventually allow some temporary 

recovery, as was seen in 2005, but the ongoing pumping would resume the drawdown trend. 

The limited recovery in carbonate groundwater levels and springs indicates there is a steady 

state inflow to the system.  Inflow from upstream would not increase due to drawdown in CSV 

because the controlling gradient is quite high due to the drop from Delamar and Pahranagat 

Valley into CSV.  Between Hoyt Spring in Pahranagat Valley and MW CSVM-3, a distance of 

11.47 miles, the water level drops from 3195 to 2207 ft amsl for a gradient of 0.0163.  This 

assumes the water level in Hoyt Springs is that of the carbonate aquifer.  Between Delamar 

Valley and Coyote Spring Valley, the gradient would be the difference in water level between 

well 182 S07 E64 19ACDB1 at about 3480 ft amsl and CSVM-3 over 20 miles, or be 0.012.  

Between groundwater levels in Kane Springs Valley at well 206 S11 E64 06CACC1 at 1878 ft 

amsl and CSVM-4 at 1873 ft amsl over about 6 miles, the gradient is about 0.00016.  The flat 

gradient through the Coyote Spring Valley apparently extends into Kane Springs Valley, so it is 

possible that some flow could be induced from Kane Springs Valley by pumping in CSV. 

The drawdown in the MRSA alluvial wells suggests that lowering the water levels in the 

carbonate is decreasing the inflow from below into the alluvium.   Spring flow has decreased 

but it is doubtful this has been sufficient to decrease secondary recharge.   
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Figure 14: Daily flow at Warm Springs W near Moapa. 

 

Figure 15: Daily flow at the Pederson gages 
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Boundary of the Lower White River Flow System 

NSE Order 1303 requests the reports filed in response to the order address the “geographic 

boundary of the hydrologically connected groundwater and surface water systems comprising 

the Lower White River Flow System” (NSE Order 1303, p 13).  The NSE has already outlined 

reasons for including CSV, MRSA, Garnet Valley, Hidden Valley, a portion of the Black 

Mountains Area, and the Lower Moapa Valley.  The analysis herein and the analyses of USDOI 

(2013), SNWA (2013), Myers (2013), and NSE Order 5462 found a large high transmissivity area 

within the carbonate aquifer of these areas and basin fill aquifers within CSV, MRSA and Lower 

Moapa Valley that should be managed as one basin. 

Information presented herein suggests that Kane Springs Valley should be added to the LWRFS.  

Because water levels in that basin are just a few feet higher than in adjoining portions of CSV, 

the gradient between them is very low.  Pumping in Kane Springs Valley that decreases that 

gradient would decrease flow into CSV in a time frame likely measured in less than a few years.  

I base the time frame estimate on the rapid response observed in the aquifer in CSV and the 

assumption that a carbonate aquifer extending into Kane Springs Valley would also have a high 

transmissivity.  Because of the very low perennial yield in Kane Springs Valley and lack of inflow 

to the valley from upgradient valleys, pumpage in Kane Springs Valley could reverse the 

gradient and draw water from CSV.  Considering how fast MX-5 pumping manifest through the 

carbonate aquifer, a decreased flow into or reversed flow from the high transmissivity portion 

of the CSV carbonate aquifer would also spread through the system and lower the groundwater 

levels.  It would have a significant effect on water rights through the LWRFS.  Lowering the 

water table in CSV could increase the gradient between CSV and Kane Springs and draw a small 

amount of groundwater into the CSV.  Because groundwater at the source in Kane Springs is 

limited, inducing flow from Kane Springs Valley is not a sustainable means of increasing the 

available water in LWRFS.  Kane Springs should be managed as part of LWRFS. 

Groundwater levels in northern CSV were several hundred feet higher than in southern CSV and 

there was no apparent effect of the drawdown reaching MW CSVM-3.  Transmissivity in 

northern CSV is likely lower than further south.  There is no evidence of an impedance caused 

by a fault structure isolating north CSV because a fault would prevent groundwater from 

flowing south through CSV.  The pump test did not propagate to that point during the test but 

there is no evidence suggesting it would not do so if the pumping continued.  Developing 

groundwater in this area would intercept groundwater flowing into southern CSV and have the 

same effect as diverting from Kane Springs Valley; it would decrease flow to the springs and 

downgradient water rights. 
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The ultimate source of groundwater for the LWRFS is upgradient in Pahranagat and Delamar 

Valley.  Recharge in each of these valleys could combine with interbasin flow from upstream to 

provide the inflow to CSV.  Groundwater developed upstream, especially in Delamar, Dry Lake 

or Cave Valleys, would ultimately decrease flow to CSV.  The only question is timing.  Once 

depletions upstream reach CSV, they will manifest as a loss of flow to the LWRFS.  The inflow of 

approximately 47,900 afa will begin decrease1.  As shown by the Order 1169 aquifer test, this 

reduced flow will propagate through the system and manifest as reduced carbonate water 

levels and spring flows.  The Judge Esty order2 properly requires that the NSE not grant any 

water rights above CSV in order to protect water rights and spring flows in the LWRFS in 

perpetuity.  

The White River Flow System above CSV does not have to be added to LWFRS boundary in 

order to manage it properly.  Developing groundwater in the LWRFS will not propagate impacts 

north of CSV.   

Long-term Quantity of Water that Could be Pumped from LWRFS 

One limit on pumping water in the LWRFS are the impacts caused by that pumping on spring 

flow necessary to support the Moapa Dace and water rights to flow from the springs and in the 

Muddy River.  The recovery plan for the Moapa Dace requires that existing instream flow and 

historical habitat be protected in three of five channels supported by springs in order to 

reclassify the dace.  The five channels are Apcar, Baldwin, Cardy Lamb, Muddy Spring, and 

Refuge (Figure 13) (USFWS 1996, p 33, 34).  According to the recovery plan, all five must be 

protected for delisting.  USFWS does not specify a required flow rate for each channel, but a 

Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) signed by Southern Nevada Water Authority, Coyote 

Springs Investment, Moapa Valley Water District, and the Moapa Valley Paiute Tribe, 

established trigger ranges for flows at Warm Springs West.  Figure 16, sourced from the NSE 

                                                 
1 The DEIS groundwater model (SNWA 2009) simulated that all flow went from Delamar Valley to Pahranagat 

Valley and then to CSV (as shown in a data file accompanying the original reference: folder/file deis groundwater 

model/simulation files/3_Detailed_Results/Interbasin-Flow-Tables/IBF_rev2_1b_NoAction.xls).  The estimated 

flow was 41,900 afa.  The value did not vary due to project development.  There was also 1900 afa flow from Kane 

Springs Valley to CSV.  NSE Ruling 6167 concluded that inflow from Tikaboo South Valley to CSV is 4100 afa.  This 

brings the total inflow to 47,900 afa.  In his presentation on LWRFS of July 24, 2018, the NSE estimated inflow 

equaled 47,502 afa.  He also estimated CSV LWRFS recharge at approximately 3000 afa, so the total supply is 

50,500 afa, which the NSE stated was “50,000 afa or less” (NSE July 24, 2018 LWRFS Presentation, p 41). 
 
2
 White Pine County and Consolidate Cases, Et al, v Jason King, P.E., Nevada State Engineer, State of Nevada 

Division of Water Resources.  In the Seventh Judicial District Court of the State of Nevada in and for the County of 
White Pine.  Case No. CV1204049.  The ruling required the NSE to recalculate “appropriations from Cave Valley, 
Dry Lake and Delamar Valley to avoid over appropriation or conflicts with downgradient, existing water rights”.  
(NSE Ruling 6446, p 109) 
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July 24, 2018 presentation regarding the LWRFS, describes the trigger ranges and pumping 

limitations for the MOA.  Warm Springs West is on the Pederson Stream which is not listed as 

one of the channels for protection in the recovery plan but does contribute to the Apcar 

Channel (Figure 13).  Warm Springs West flows almost dropped to 3.2 cfs during the aquifer 

test (Figure 14). 

 

Figure 16: Description of trigger flows and pumping limits for those trigger flow for the 

Memorandum of Agreement described in the text. 

 
The 1920 Muddy River Decree has total rights of 37,000 afa, as noted by NSE Order 1169.  

There are other stream and spring rights listed in the hydrographic abstract that could be in 

addition to Muddy River Decree rights. 

The best way to determine the effect of pumping on the LWRFS is to consider the water 

balance of the system that feeds the Muddy River Springs.  Ignoring local recharge which is 

probably to basin fill, the inflow through CSV is about 50,500 afa.  The Muddy River Springs 

represent most of the outflow from the area, although estimating that ouflow is complicated by 

the irrigation in the area and ET from the basin fill.  The gaging station Muddy River near Moapa 

(#9416000) is downstream of and therefore includes flow for all area springs (Figure 13) but the 

gaging station description notes irrigation diversions above the gage.  Based on the gage, 

discharge from the LWRFS had been estimated to be about 36,000 afa from springs that supply 

the MRSA (Eakin 1964, p 24).  However, none of the recorded flows since 1943 have been that 
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high (Figure 17).  From about 1943 to 1960, the recorded flow was just less than 34,000 afa.  

After 1960, the flow rate decreased to less than 24,000 afa.  After the wet year in 2005, it began 

to increase again to over 30,000 afa in 2012. 

Trends at the Muddy River gage are likely due to surface and groundwater development 

upstream from the gage, including diversion of up to 9.2 cfs to the Reid-Gardner electrical 

generating station which began in 1968 (USFWS 1996).  Decreasing spring flow likely began in 

the 1990s with carbonate pumping. The increase just after 2005 may be due to the high 

precipitation year and after 2010 could be due to the decreased ET after a fire in 2010 (Figure 

17).  Flows have been relatively constant at about 30,500 afa since 2014.  Notwithstanding the 

portions of the decree satisfied by diversions upstream of the gage, flow at the gage has not 

been meeting the requirements of the Muddy River Decree because the flow has been less than 

37,000 afa (Figure 17). 

 

Figure 17: Annual flows (cfs) at the Muddy River near Moapa, NV gage (09416000) 

Pumpage since 2000 has been from variable sources.  Monthly pumpage varied from 500 to 

1600 af/mnth between 2000 and 2010, with the 12-month average ranging from 800 to a little 

more than 1000 af/mnth (Figure 18), which converts to annual pumping from about 9600 to 

12,000 afa.  Total carbonate pumping increased from about 400 to 600 af/mnth, or 4800 to 

7200 afa between 2000 and 2010, so there was a decrease in alluvial pumping in MRSA (Figure 

18).  There was a substantial jump in pumping between 2010 and 2012 due to the 1169 aquifer 
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test.  After the test and especially since 2014, total pumping has decreased to just over 8000 

afa with carbonate pumping being most of it.  Alluvial pumping has dropped to close to zero 

since 2015 (Figure 19). 

Carbonate pumping in CSV first began in 2005, so flow in the carbonate system upstream from 

the springs has only been pumped for 14 years.  MRSA carbonate pumping has been steady or 

slightly decreasing with ranges from 100 to 400 af/mnth (Figure 19).  Production is primarily 

from the Arrow Canyon wells.  During the aquifer test, CSV carbonate pumping dominated the 

pumping from the carbonate aquifer.  Since the aquifer test, CSV carbonate pumping has been 

about half that in MRSA. 

 

Figure 18: Total pumping and total carbonate pumping, by month and by 12-month moving 

average, for the study area.  Data from NSE Web page. 
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Figure 19: Carbonate pumping for Coyote Spring Valley and the Muddy River Springs Area.  

Source of data: NSE web page. 

 
Prior to the pump test, the trend for water levels in most carbonate monitoring wells had been 

for them to decrease except during brief wet periods.  This may be seen by plotting the 

carbonate groundwater levels with carbonate pumping, as done by the USDOI (Figure 20).  

Groundwater levels began to decrease as carbonate pumping commenced.  Carbonate spring 

flow also began to decrease with pumping in the mid-1990s, also except during very wet years.  

The trend has been for the flows to decrease.  At Warm Springs West, flow had been near 4.0 

cfs in the 1990s and now is near 3.4 cfs, having recovered about 0.1 cfs since the aquifer test 

(Figure 14).  Smaller, higher altitude springs are flowing at a little more than half of their 1990s 

flow. 

Carbonate pumping as it occurred in the 1990s caused spring flow and groundwater levels to 

decline; total pumping was less than 10,000 afa and carbonate pumping was less than 5000 afa.  

Excepting those downstream of the springs, the basin fill wells were not experiencing a water 

level decline even with the alluvial pumping of near 5000 afa. 

It is therefore apparent that any carbonate pumping removes water from the springs.  Prior to 

the pump test, the small amount of carbonate pumping was causing a small but measurable 

decrease in spring flow.  The decrease would occasionally be partially countered by extremely 

wet years, such as in 2005.  As noted above, the majority of carbonate pumping was removed 

from storage, so the flow decreases would continue into the future as the storage recovers. 
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The conclusion therefore is that the NSE should not allow any carbonate pumping in the LWRFS 

to prevent further decreases and to allow recovery in the flow to Muddy River Area Springs.  

Pumping carbonate water intercepts spring flow and upward flowing groundwater recharge to 

the basin fill.  With carbonate pumping, it is only a matter of time before the spring flow on 

which the Moapa dace depends decreases significantly or is completely lost.  The next section 

addresses the potential for basin fill pumpage. 

 

Figure 20: Trends in carbonate water levels at MWs EH-4 and EH-5b with carbonate pumping in 

Coyote Spring Valley and Muddy River Springs Area.  Source: USDOI (2013) Figure 1.2. 

 
Relation between Carbonate and Basin Fill Wells and the Potential for Conjunctive Use 

The pumping and water level relations discussed in the previous section suggest that some 

water can be pumped if sourced from the basin fill aquifer.  Except in the far southeast portion 

of MRSA, basin fill groundwater levels did not decline due to carbonate pumping.  This is 

probably because carbonate water discharging into the basin fill supports the basin fill aquifer.  

Secondary recharge, probably including both direct spring flow and irrigation recharge, 

supports the basin fill water levels.  Some basin fill pumping could be acceptable in MRSA 

because alluvial groundwater is partly secondary recharge from the springs.  As secondary 

recharge, the water has already been used in the spring channels most important for the dace.   

The existing levels of pumping in MRSA basin fill, about 4000 afa, is probably acceptable.  
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Although there is no basin fill pumping in CSV, it is possible that some basin fill pumping there 

could be sustainable.  The evidence for this is that basin fill water is likely disconnected from 

the carbonate and not responsible for substantial recharge.  That basin fill water levels 

increased during the aquifer test exemplifies that.  Prior to allowing basin fill pumping, it is 

essential to determine where the basin fill groundwater discharges.  If ultimately it supports 

carbonate groundwater, it should not be pumped. 

NSE Order 1303 requests reports address “effects of movement of water rights between alluvial 

wells and carbonate wells on deliveries of senior decreed rights to the Muddy River” (NSE Order 

1303, p 14).  This suggests that reports consider the change in the point of diversion from one 

to the other aquifer.  As noted previously, carbonate pumping would eventually dry the Muddy 

River Springs, but carbonate groundwater flow also supports basin fill water through direct 

discharge from the carbonate to the basin fill and secondary recharge of springflow into the 

basin fill.   The long-term decline of flow in the Muddy River indicates there is a limit to the 

amount of even basin fill groundwater that can be pumped without affecting Muddy River 

flows.   

Conclusion 

The Order 1169 pump test made apparent that there is a broad highly transmissive carbonate 

aquifer underlying CSV, MRSA, Garnet Valley, Hidden Valley and California Wash.  The aquifer is 

interconnected so much among basins that it is necessary to manage groundwater through all 

basins as if they were part of a whole basin.  The primary conclusion of this analysis is that the 

NSE not allow any pumping of the carbonate aquifer if the continued decrease in spring flow in 

MRSA is to be avoided.  This conclusion results from the direct correlation of carbonate 

pumping and carbonate water level and spring discharge decline.  Because the spring flow is 

directly responsible for Muddy River flows, preventing any additional carbonate pumpage is 

also necessary for protecting downstream water rights. 

Another conclusion is that Kane Springs Valley should be managed as part of LWRFS.  This 

conclusion results from the flat carbonate water level extending into that valley and the 

likelihood that water pumped from Kane springs Valley would quickly contribute to the 

depletion of the carbonate aquifer in CSV and MRSA. 

A third conclusion is that some basin fill pumping could occur without significantly affecting the 

spring flow.  A preliminary estimate is the pumping that occurred prior to significant carbonate 

pumping, or about 4000 afa.  It is probably not possible to increase that pumpage by 

transferring carbonate rights to basin fill wells because of the observed long-term decline in 

Muddy River flows. 
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Technical Memorandum 

Groundwater Management and the Muddy River Springs, Rebuttal in Response to 

Stakeholder Reports Filed with Respect to Nevada State Engineer Order 1303 

August 16, 2019 

Prepared for: Center for Biological Diversity 

The Nevada State Engineer (NSE) is planning to establish a plan to conjunctively use 

groundwater and surface water in the Lower White River Flow System (LWRFS) under Order 

1303.  The NSE has established the LWRFS as the valleys shown in Figure 1, except that only the 

northern portion of Black Mountains Area would be included, and excluding Lower Meadow 

Valley Wash and Lower Moapa Valley.  The bases for this planning are the Order 1169 aquifer 

test results and observations ongoing since the end of the test.  The NSE requested reports 

from stakeholders be filed by July 3, 2018.  This technical memorandum is a review and rebuttal 

of those stakeholder reports, as requested by the NSE.  

Throughout the rebuttal, I contrast the reviewed reports to the evidence I prepared for the 

submission by the Center for Biologic Diversity (CBD) (Myers 2019).  This rebuttal also endorses 

the letter provided by the Great Basin Water Network in its last section.   I organize the reports 

by stakeholder. 
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Figure 1: Study area showing the Lower White River Flow System.  Kane Springs Valley is 
northeast of Coyote Spring Valley. Source: USDOI (2013). 

Rebuttal to Coyote Springs Investment Report 

Coyote Spring Investment (CSI) submitted a report prepared by Stetson Engineers (Stetson 

2019) in support of its claim that up to 5280 acre-feet/year (af/y) can be pumped from Coyote 

Spring Valley (CSV) without harm to the Muddy River Springs Area (MRSA) (Stetson 2019, p 60).  
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The evidence presented by Stetson is faulty as presented herein and does not support the 

claim. 

Stetson compares drawdown calculated using a Theis analysis of pumping all water from CSV 

from the MX-5 well on water levels at the Muddy River springs (Stetson 2019, p 7-12).  Stetson 

claims that pumping could not cause drawdown as substantial as seen at the springs, which 

experience more drawdown than predicted using Theis.  However, two of the assumptions that 

go into a Theis analysis, as properly listed by Stetson (p 8), that of an aquifer with infinite extent 

and no boundary effect, cannot be applied to the actual groundwater system here.  Faults and 

unsaturated carbonate blocks, referenced by Stetson elsewhere in its report, provide a 

boundary that limits the size of the aquifer.  As noted by Stetson, drawdown in aquifers with 

high transmissivity expands fast, and would encounter the boundary quickly.  Boundaries limit 

the aquifer from which water can be drawn so drawdown is higher than predicted with Theis.  

Water is drawn to the well from all directions but the system between the pumping wells and 

springs is a relatively narrow interbasin connection through the Arrow Canyon Range, through 

which the discharge essentially squeezes, which could multiply the drawdown by many times 

over that estimated using the Theis solution. 

Stetson (2019, p 47) incorrectly implies there is no effect of the aquifer test on water levels at 

EH-4 and that the response is due to climate effect: “What is most evident from the water level 

graphs is the long-term climatic impact of drying from 1998 through 2004, wetting in 2004 and 

2005, drying from 2006 through 2013, and stable water levels from 2013 through 2018” 

(Stetson 2019, p 47).  Stetson refers to its Figure 18 which compares water levels at EH-4 (the 

water level graphs referred to in the quote) to pumping in CSV and MRSA.  Despite its claims in 

the previous quote, the lower half of Stetson Figure 18 shows clearly a decline at EH-4 with 

pumping in MRSA with the exception of an upward jump during the wet 2005 period.  The 

decline steepens during the aquifer test period.  Although Stetson claims the levels since 2013 

are stable, it neglects to consider that precipitation during the period between 2014 and 2018 

has trended upward. 

Stetson’s interpretation of CSVM-1 in its Figure 19 is mostly correct, except for the period since 

the pump test.  CSVM-1 water levels recovered about a foot between 2013 and 2014 which 

appears to correspond to substantial decrease in CSV pumping.  As CSV pumping recovered to 

pre-pump test rates, CSVM-1 water levels began a slight decrease of about half a foot up to 

2019, even though the precipitation had increased as shown on Stetson’s Figure 1. 

Stetson finds that wells CSVM-2, -3, -4, -5 and CE-VF-2 “do not show a response to pumping” in 

either CSV or MRSA (Stetson 2019, p 48).  Myers (2019) found similar results except I found 

minor decreases of up to half a foot at CSVM-5.  Stetson’s explanation that the lack of response 
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is “due to barriers to flow created by normal (extensional) faults that impede groundwater flow 

in the east-west direction” (Id.) is incorrect.  The wells in question lie north of the pumping so 

barrier to east-west flow would have no effect.  Myers (2019) explained the decreasing 

response with distance north of MX-5 as being due to the higher ground level and to the 

aquifer becoming less transmissive to the north, not due to an impedance to east-west flow. 

Stetson claims pumping at CSI-2 did not affect Warm Springs West (WSW) flow during the last 

three quarters of 2018 (Stetson 2019, p 52) and references its Figure 21.  That figure also shows 

that MRSA pumping has decreased, which affects water levels at EH-4 which the spring 

discharge correlates with. Also, Stetson Figure 21 does show a minor flow decrease but the 

measurements are reported only at 0.1 cfs intervals and Stetson’s scale goes way beyond the 

bounds that the flow data is reported.  In more detail, Myers (2019) Figure 14 shows a 

substantial fluctuation, but flows that are mostly less than 3.4 cfs, a decrease from levels 

exceeding 3.4 cfs subsequent to the aquifer test.  In other words, Myers’ figure shows that 

spring discharge has been decreasing ever since it recovered from the pump test. 

Stetson (2019) argues in its section 3 that Kane Springs Valley (KSV) should not be part of the 

LWRFS, but provides evidence that clearly supports KSV’s inclusion and fails to present evidence 

showing there is no connection.  The hydrogeology map presented by Stetson as Figure 8 shows 

that volcanic rock forms the boundary of KSV (206) and CSV and that carbonate rock forms the 

boundary between CSV and KSV.  Also, at no point did Stetson consider groundwater levels 

between CSV and KSV or whether drawdown in CSV would draw water from KSV.  Myers (2019) 

showed the groundwater elevation difference between valleys was minimal.  

In section 4, Stetson (2019) develops water budgets for LWRFS and CSV.  First, Stetson 

estimates recharge for CSV using three recharge methods, (Maxey and Eakin 1949, Nichols 

2000, and Epstein 2004).  The Nichols and Epstein methods are based on methodology of 

Maxey and Eakin (1949) in that recharge is estimated as a coefficient applied to a precipitation 

interval within the basin.  Stetson’s application of the methods is incorrect and shows a 

misunderstanding of the methodology. 

Maxey and Eakin (1949) assumed that outflow from a basin, including groundwater 

evapotranspiration (GWET), spring flow, and interbasin outflow, would equal recharge and 

interbasin inflow to that basin.  They analyzed 13 basins for which they could estimate the 

outflow because GWET is easier to estimate than any other flux in the method and for which 

they could assume interbasin outflow was minimal.  They estimated precipitation by elevation 

using a precipitation map developed by Hardman (1936).  The precipitation estimates were by 

zone, as Stetson shows in its Table 2 (precipitation zones <8 in/y, 8 to 12 in/y, 12 to 15 in/y, 15 

to 20 in/y, and >20 in/y).  Maxey and Eakin developed the coefficients shown in Stetson Table 2 
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by trial and error.  By precipitation zone, the coefficients are 0, 0.03, 0.07, 0.15, and 0.25, 

respectively.  This means the precipitation falling in the <8 in/y zone would be assumed to not 

become recharge whereas 25% of that falling in the >20 in/y zone would become recharge 

within the basin.  For example, if 10,000 af falls in the >20 in/y zone, 2500 af of it would be 

assumed to become recharge within the basin.  Several distinguishing points about the method 

are essential: 

 The recharge occurs within the basin, not necessarily at the point the precipitation falls.  

The method does not consider geology, and it is obvious that precipitation runs off 

granitic and much volcanic rock but infiltrates carbonate rock.  Runoff from granitic rock 

may become mountainfront recharge whereas infiltration into carbonate rock is 

recharge in place.  An inherent assumption is that the basins have a relatively similar 

ratio of pervious to impervious geology.  However, recharge may be much higher than 

expected by precipitation zone in an all carbonate basin. 

 The method depends on the map used to estimate the precipitation intervals.  Just like a 

regression analysis, the results only hold for dependent and independent values drawn 

from the same population of data.  It is not appropriate to use M-E coefficients with 

PRISM-estimated rainfall as described (Stetson 2019, p 33-34).  As shown in its 

comparison among methods, using PRISM precipitation yields a much higher estimated 

recharge.  Being “more scientifically sophisticated” (Stetson 2019, p 38) does not make 

an estimate using most recent PRISM data more accurate because it was not made using 

the same precipitation estimates used to derive the coefficients. 

 Because the M-E method was derived using outflow estimates and precipitation zones 

for entire basins, it is inappropriate to estimate recharge for small subbasins.  Stetson 

inappropriately divided the Sheep Range portion of CSV into 15 zones in which to 

estimate recharge, introducing a level of granularity to the analysis which does not exist 

in the model.  Its’ estimated recharge of 5280 af/y is therefore not accurate. 

Stetson develops a water budget for the LWRFS (Stetson Table 8) and states that “This report 

recommends and supports an initial estimate of groundwater available for appropriation should 

be based on capturing all evapotranspiration and groundwater outflow from the LWRFS.” 

(Stetson 2019; emphasis added). Contrary to Stetson’s assertion, the availability of all 

evapotranspiration (ET) from groundwater for appropriation is not supported in the report.  

First, capture of all ET is not possible.  There is no evidence that all ET from the extensive 

LWRFS groundwater system that supports functioning ecosystems could feasibly be captured—

as Stetson 2019 asserts.  Second, the CSI report makes no showing that any of the estimated 

amount of evapotranspiration in the LWRFS (Stetson 2019, Appx. C, chart “LWRFS ET (AFY)”) is 

“available” for capture.   DeMeo et al. (2008), which is relied on by Stetson (2019, Appx. C), 
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shows that the estimated ET in the hydrographic areas in the LWRFS supports functioning 

ecosystems consisting of various native vegetation types including both dense and moderate 

meadowland, woodland, and shrubland vegetation as well as agriculture (Figure 2).  

 

Figure 2: Annual evapotranspiration (af/y) for hydrographic areas in southeast Nevada.  Source: DeMeo 
et al (2008) Table 7 

Stetson also ignores that the capture of any significant amount of ET from the LWRFS could 

cause significant impacts to native vegetation and soils in areas across the LWRFS as well as to 

spring flow.  For example, loss of vegetation and drying of soils would make them more 

vulnerable to erosion by water and wind creating impacts to air and water quality as well as 

habitats.  Loss of ET in riparian areas or near springs and seeps could devastate those habitats.  

Stetson claims that up to 5280 af/y could be pumped from the west side of CSV because of 

recharge in the Sheep Range and the unsaturated carbonate rock preventing a connection with 

flow to MRSA (Stetson 2019, p 57).  The amount is the estimated recharge from the Sheep 

Range, which was shown to be incorrect in the bullet above.  It also does not account for where 

that water discharges which means there is not a means of capturing this discharge from ET. 

Thus, the CSI/Stetson proposal to include all ET as available water to be captured in the LWRFS 

is unsupported and should be rejected.  

Stetson also presents a water budget for CSV that included inappropriate fluxes (Stetson 2019, 

Table 9).  They claim ET in CSV is 1000 af/y and reference Thomas et al (2001).  That reference 

does not show where in CSV that ET would occur.  Figure 2 shows that DeMeo et al (2008) 

estimated ET from CSV is 0. 
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Stetson make an accurate statement about pumping from the aquifers in CSV or MRSA: “All 

groundwater pumping, regardless of which aquifer it is pumped from, will eventually affect the 

flow of the Muddy River or subflow out of the LWRFS” (Stetson 2019, p 58).  This is a correct 

statement, and Stetson claims it is all a matter of timing.  As shown by the aquifer test, 

pumping anywhere south of the middle of CSV has a rapid effect on spring flow and, pumping 

also affects flow from the alluvial aquifer to the river, although the effect is delayed. 

Stetson (2019) does not at any point consider the effect of pumping on the spring flows 

necessary for the dace. 

Rebuttal to Moapa Band of Paiutes Report 

Moapa Band of Paiutes submitted a report prepared by Cody Johnson and Marty Mifflin of 

Mifflin Associates (Johnson and Mifflin 2019).  They use this report to suggest there is much 

more water available for development, especially in the west portion of California Wash (CW).  

Johnson and Mifflin (2019) make the following conclusions based on their analysis of data 

completed for the NSE Order 1303.   

(1) the LWRFS designation and Order 1303 are responses to a flawed conceptual model 
based on conflated climate and pumping effects, because widespread water-level 
declines associated with Order 1169 pumping of MX-5 were mistakenly attributed 
entirely to pumping rather than to the superposition of local, fracture-controlled 
pumping responses with regional, climate-driven decline; 
(2) the LWRFS as drawn by the State Engineer ignores hydrochemical and hydrodynamic 
divides that suggest the existence of two separate capture zones influencing 
groundwater flow through the five designated basins; 
(3) ~40,000 afy of south-flowing groundwater may be the flux within the Las Vegas 
Valley capture zone south and southwest of the MRSA; 
(4) pumping from California Wash has little to no impact on the MRSA and much more 
groundwater is available in California Wash than previously assumed; 
(5) the State Engineer should supplement and extend the LWRFS concept to an analysis 
domain based on regional-spring capture zones, as delineated by the best available 
science; and 
(6) if the long-term drought trend evident in climate records persists, no amount of 
pumping curtailment will restore or maintain high-elevation spring flows, curtailment of 
pumping in sustainable locations will serve no purpose and thus mitigation measures, 
including curtailment, will not likely prove effective in protecting senior-rights holders in 
the Muddy River and Moapa dace habitat from continued drought impacts.  (Johnson 
and Mifflin 2019, p 35) 

The conclusions are erroneous because the data and analysis does not support them.  This 

section rebuts these conclusions. 
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Johnson and Mifflin attempt to claim groundwater level trends can be explained as a response 

to drought with a few very poorly referenced statements and a series of groundwater level 

hydrographs.  They claim that the longer records “indicate the drought trend began about 

1999” (Johnson and Mifflin 2019, p 6) with a reference to their Figure 4 which shows 

groundwater levels at EH-4 as well as an estimated level adjusted for Arrow Canyon Pumping.  

They do not explain how the levels were adjusted or provide a reference explaining it.  The 

adjusted groundwater level trend purportedly shows how the water level would have changed 

without pumping.  From 2011 through 2015, they adjust for the aquifer test as well.  

Johnson/Mifflin use this analysis to claim that groundwater levels are on a major drought-

induced downward trend.  It is difficult to assess this without an explanation, but the 

coincidence of drought starting with pumping makes the conclusion suspect.  It also does not 

comport with precipitation data; precipitation data, see Myers (2019) Figure 5, does not reveal 

a substantial drought spanning the period since 1999. 

Johnson/Mifflin consider trends of wells in the Black Mountains Area and Garnet Valley by 

stating: “Superimposed on generally linear declines since 2006 are widespread but diminishing-

with-distance effects from the Order-1169 pumping of MX-5, evidence as far south as the Apex 

area” (Johnson and Mifflin, p 6).  Their Figures 5 and 6 supposedly support their assessment.  A 

linear decline shown on the graphs apparently is intended to be the natural, drought-induced 

decline, without any analysis supporting that claim.  BM-DL-2 in the Black Mountains and GV-1 

in Garnet Valley each show a better than 1-foot decline during the pump test.  Compared with 

the declines closer to MX-5, this is a substantial and about what would be expected at that 

distance.  Johnson/Mifflin make no effort to show the rest of the decline is not in fact due to 

other pumping in the carbonate aquifer.  They make similar unsupported claims regarding well 

MX-4 in CSV and TH-2 in California Wash (Johnson and Mifflin Figures 7 and 8). 

Johnson/Mifflin incorrectly attributes the long-term decline in groundwater levels to being a 

response to a climate-driven trend, with pumping superimposed on that climate-driven decline, 

and also claims that other Order 1169 reports ignore climate (p 14).  At no point does 

Johnson/Mifflin analyze the climate record and document their assertion that drought 

commenced in the 1990s at a time coincident with the commencement of pumping through the 

area.  Myers (2019) Figure 5 shows no evidence for a 20-year drought during the period since 

1990.  Johnson/Mifflin argue that the large water level increases in 2006 refute the idea that 

“water-level changes in California Wash, Coyote Spring Valley, the Muddy River Springs Area, 

and Hidden and Garnet valleys have been observed as ‘nearly identical’” (p 14).  They argue the 

“cessation of pumping somewhere could not have caused water levels to rise over 1 foot at 

CSVM-4 in northern Coyote Spring Valley and 3 feet at GV-1 in southern Garnet Valley 

beginning in later 2004 because there was no cessation of pumping” (p 15).  They are refuting a 

point no one made.  Most of the Order 1169 reports that address the subject accept that a wet 
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year caused these water level increases in 2004-2006 (for example, FWS 2019).  This is a case of 

a hugely wet year being imposed on a long-term pumping-caused decline in water levels rather 

than the other way around as claimed by Johnson/Mifflin.  Recharge in the LWRFS is event 

driven as described by Myers (2019, p 4), meaning it is effective only during extremely wet 

years, rather than as a long-term average flux as is usually considered in Nevada when 

considering water rights appropriations. 

Johnson/Mifflin claims that flow at WSW declined by 0.6 cfs between 2000 and 2015 and 

compared with EH-4 decreases, this would be about 0.6 cfs in four feet of decline (p 30).  They 

claim that if the “drought-induced trend” continued, the spring would go dry in 100 years (p 

31).  They claim this would occur whether or not pumping is curtailed in up-gradient areas (Id.).  

This claim is unsubstantiated because there is no evidence that most of the declines were 

drought induced. 

Johnson/Mifflin claim the aquifer test is responsible for a 0.3 cfs decrease at WSW (p 31) and 

suggest there is a similar decrease at the Iverson Flume.  Iverson was downstream of WSW until 

1999 when the flow at Iverson was considered separate from rather than combined with that at 

WSW.  However, the graphs of flows at Iverson (Johnson/Mifflin Figure 26) shows a hydrograph 

that fluctuates between about 4.2 and 4.7 cfs from 2010 until 2017.  There is no discernible 

aquifer test effect, contrary to the label on the figure and Johnson/Mifflin’s assertions.  The 

aquifer test impact is not discernible at Iverson Flume because the spring contributing to this 

flume is at a lower elevation so a change in head due to the aquifer test is likely to be much less 

than the change at the level of head above the WSW spring orifice.  Even if the effective head 

decreases the same amount as at the higher spring, it would be a much smaller percent of the 

total head above the orifice.  The effect of groundwater level decreases at EH-4 could be much 

different on the flows for the two different spring orifices, with the effect at Iverson being much 

less.   

Johnson/Mifflin Figure 26 shows a substantial decrease at Iverson Flume through about 2018, 

resulting in the flow decreasing below 4.2 cfs before it recovered.  This could represent a 

delayed response to changes at EH-4.  Groundwater levels at EH-4 reached an all-time low point 

on November 9, 2018 of 1812.18 ft amsl.  Whether this caused the low flow at Iverson is not 

certain. 

Johnson/Mifflin continue their analysis of spring flow by claiming that WSW and Iverson 

streams have been decreasing at 0.3 and 0.7% per year, respectively, since October 2009 when 

the Refuge Stream was rerouted (p 32).  This claim that there is a downward trend suffers from 

the fact that that assuming a linear flow decrease is not supported by the actual hydrographs 

for either spring (Johnson/Mifflin, Figure 27).  The hydrograph fluctuates around the 

downward-sloping line labeled “trend” (Id.).  This is especially obvious for WSW; for example, 

from 2013 through early 2015, all points plot beneath the line while from 2009 through 2011 

most plot above the line.  The hydrograph for WSW shows the sharper decrease during the 
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aquifer test and then a stabilizing after the aquifer test.  Their figure is also misleading in that it 

shows several points higher than 3.6 cfs in the 2014 through 2016 period but the daily flow 

data base shows just a few points whereas almost all flows since 2011 are less than 3.6 cfs, with 

a couple of short-term exceptions; Myers (2019) Figure 14 shows several observations greater 

than 4.0 cfs, which are probably due to short-term events, such as runoff.  Myers’ figure based 

on daily flow data shows no observations of 3.8 cfs, which are shown on the Johnson/Mifflin 

figure. 

Discharge from Big Muddy Spring, probably Muddy River Springs on Myers (2019) Figure 13, 

increased by 1 cfs from 2010 through 2014 after which it increased by more than 12% (Johnson 

and Mifflin 2019, p 32).  They claim that the flow increases during the aquifer test and increase 

after the test “demonstrates climate-dominance rather than pumping as a forcing agent for 

water-level change within the MRSA, and perhaps a complete absence of Order-1169 pumping 

effect in Big Muddy Spring” (p 32).  But Johnson/Mifflin fail to note that a fire in 2010 burned 

over 600 acres and that this caused a decrease in annual evapotranspiration of about 1000 af/y 

(SNWA 2019, p 5-2, -3 and Figure 5-1).  This much-decreased ET would have had a much larger 

effect on these springs than pumping upstream.   

Johnson/Mifflin conclude that the only pumping effects can be seen at WSW with no evidence 

of impact at other MRSA springs (p 32).  Their conclusion is due to poor analysis of water level 

trends and reliance on an assumption that a drought had been occurring since the 1990s with 

one year of exception.  What they fail to consider by stating the peak pumping rates show no 

indication that pumping “the Arrow Canyon Wells have any significant effect” (p 32) is that 

much of the pumping has removed water from storage.  The very high transmissivity, or 

hydraulic diffusivity, allows a large-scale small decline in water levels that represents the 

removal of groundwater from storage.  The discharge rates do not quickly recover because of 

the storage loss over a very large area does not allow the well levels to recover quickly. 

In Appendix 1 of Johnson/Mifflin (2019), the authors present an analysis suggesting that the 

flow from the LWRFS to Las Vegas Valley is 40,000 af/y, but the report includes unreviewable 

information and a failure to consider whether that much water is available to flow toward Las 

Vegas Valley.  The analysis is a Darcy’s Law calculation with transmissivity estimated based on a 

report published for a pump test at a well along the proposed flow path.  The reference Mifflin 

and others (1992) is unpublished so it is not possible to review whether the transmissivity as 

calculated is relevant to this situation.  For example, the authors assume horizontal 

transmissivity and rely on the relationship of effective transmissivity equal to the square root of 

the product of transmissivity in perpendicular directions.  No evidence provided supports the 

10:1 ratio of maximum to minimum horizontal transmissivity.  Even if the 1992 pump test 

transmissivity is accurate, the value chosen for the most transmissive direction could be much 

too high.  The 40,000 af/y estimate for flow from LWRFS to the Las Vegas Valley should be given 

no credence because it is highly dependent on undocumented and unverified assumptions. 
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Appendix II of Johnson/Mifflin (2019) presents a claim the “fluxes of two tributary groundwater 

regimes are attributed to about 2 decades of regional climate” (Johnson and Mifflin 2019, p 43).  

Their first argument is that the “Muddy River is nourished by two proximal but distinct spring 

flow regimes as revealed by 30-year monitoring records” (p 43).  They compare annual flow at 

Big Muddy Spring , which they consider to be a proxy for a northern-regime discharge, to 

groundwater levels at EH-4, which they consider a proxy for a southern-regime discharge.  

Based on the specified gauge id number 09415900, they are using USGS gage Muddy Spring at 

LDS Farm near Moapa, NV.   Figure 3 shows Figure 1 from Johnson/Mifflin Appendix II.  The 

evidence is misleading because the flows presented in Figure 3 are not just spring discharge but 

include flood flows and irrigation diversions.  The following is the USGS description of the 

“Remarks” and “Extremes” 

(https://waterdata.usgs.gov/nv/nwis/wys_rpt/?site_no=09415900&agency_cd=USGS) 

REMARKS - Regulation for irrigation purposes occurs 0.1 mi upstream. 10/01/2013-
09/30/2014: Records good except for estimated daily discharges, which are 
poor.  10/01/2014-09/30/2015: Records good except for estimated daily discharges, 
which are poor.  10/01/2015-09/30/2016: Records fair except estimated daily 
discharges, which are poor.  10/01/2016-09/30/2017: Records fair except for estimated 
discharges, which are poor. 

EXTREMES FOR PERIOD OF RECORD - Maximum discharge, 41 ft³/s, Feb. 23, 2002, gage 
height, 2.18 ft; the gage was submerged by backwater and over bank flow from Muddy 
River on Sep. 26, 2014, gage height 10.11 ft; discharge unknown; maximum gage height, 
2.57 ft, Apr. 6, 2015; minimum daily, 5.9 ft³/s, May 10, 1993, May 25, 2009. 

Johnson/Mifflin do not account for the irrigation diversions that occur upstream from the site.  

Also, the fact the maximum discharge was 41 cfs indicates the channel could be periodically 

affected by high flows.  Both diversions and flood events could account for the variability shown 

in Figure 3.   
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Figure 3: Snapshot of Johnson and Mifflin (2019) Appendix II Figure 1. 

Johnson/Mifflin claim that the groundwater which combines to form the Muddy River is 

influenced by both northern and southern climate regimes. This claim is reasonable especially 

considering that, as they state, the northern part of the White River Flow System lies hundreds 

of kilometers north of the Muddy River Springs.  They also claim that the largest spring, the 

Muddy Spring, responds to past northern climate regimes as reflected by the historic base flow 

of the Humboldt River but do not substantiate that claim.  Their Figure 2 purportedly shows the 

relationship between northern climate and Muddy Spring flows (Figure 4).  Other than claiming 

the “climate index time-series dating to 1912” contains the explanatory variable set that 

determines discharge at Big Muddy Spring, there is no explanation or evidence of this 

relationship.  Apparently, they used a multiple regression of lagged flows at the Humboldt River 

Palisade gage to explain flows at the springs.  This is shown in their Figure 4.  The regression 

coefficients correspond to lags from 12 to 22 years which is the basis for their conclusion that 

climate in the upper Humboldt River basin causes flows 12 to 22 years later (p 44) at the Muddy 

River.  The northern portions of the WRFS bound the southern portions of the upper Humboldt 

River watershed, so conceivably there is some connection such as a similarity in climate.  

However, Johnson/Mifflin fail to consider three critical factors. 
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First, the data base is very limited and the authors did not consider whether earlier flows at 

Palisade could correlate better with MRS.  Second, they do not provide significant statistics for 

the regression coefficients, so there is no explanation or evidence for why this lag was chosen.   

Third, they also do not discuss whether they accounted for irrigation diversions above the 

Palisade gage, which would have decreased the flow, or mine dewatering discharges, which 

increased the flow substantially for a few years.  These anthropogenic impacts could have had a 

large effect on the regression analysis.  

Johnson/Mifflin do not discuss the physical connection that would allow climate in the upper 

Humboldt River to control flows at Muddy River Springs at a 12- to 22-year lag.  The watersheds 

are separated by a groundwater divide, so clearly they are not claiming that water crosses the 

topographic and groundwater divides to affect the White River flows.  Possibly, climate in the 

northern half of the WRFS correlates with flows in the Humboldt River, but they do not test this 

even though there are climate statistics that could be used for regression analysis. 

 

Figure 4: Snapshot of Johnson and Mifflin (2019) Appendix II Figure 2. 

Their Appendix II Figure 3 shows a similar relationship for the water levels at EH-4 and flows at 

North Fork Virgin River gage 09405500, copied here as Figure 5.  Apparently, Virgin River flows 
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are used as the surrogate for climate, even though the watershed contributing to the gage is 

significantly east of the LWRFS and being largely on the Colorado Plateau, has a significantly 

different climate and precipitation regime.  Johnson/Mifflin do not explain why they chose this 

flow gage as a surrogate over the various measures of climate that could be available, such as 

Myers (2019) Figure 5.  There is also no explanation of lag as was done for the Humboldt River 

surrogate. 

 

Figure 5: Snapshot of Figure 3 from Johnson and Mifflin (2019) Appendix II. 

Johnson/Mifflin also apparently use these correlations to justify their arguments that climate 

controls EH-4, WSW, and Big Muddy Springs with very little impact from pumping.  There is no 

discussion as to how they included pumping variables in the regression in a way they can argue 

they controlled for pumping in their analysis.  They simply dismiss the obvious causation of 

decreasing spring flow and EH-4 water levels found by Myers (2019) and the authors of other 

Order 1169 reports. 

Finally, Johnson/Mifflin develop a graph of reconstituted discharge, which apparently includes 

“all known diversions and evapotranspiration effects” to estimate the natural discharge to the 

Muddy River headwaters (Johnson and Mifflin 2019, Appendix II Figure 6).  They do not 
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describe the known diversions and evapotranspiration effects or provide their method for 

adding these effects to the flow making this graph unsupported. 

Johnson/Mifflin (2019) Appendix III describes a FEFLOW groundwater flow model completed to 

“evaluate interbasin groundwater flow within a region sufficiently large to encompass the 

‘Eureka Low’ of Sass and Lachenbruch (1982) by using head a hydrologic tracer to constrain the 

physics” (p 50).  They consider it a scoping model to “establish if regional flow from northern 

recharge areas in the highest mountains to discharge at the southern warm springs is physically 

possible and more importantly, plausible within the decadal time scales suggested by climate 

response in the MRSA” (p 51).  More specifically, they claim to study whether “rapid signal 

propagation indicated by modern climate response of spring in the MRSA is corroborated by 

plausible groundwater velocities needed to deliver the ‘missing’ heat lost from the Eureka Low 

to the regional springs in a steady-state process” (Id.).  The concept is that heat is lost based 

loosely on flow rate and the Eureka Low is an area of different heat loss that can be used to 

calibrate the flow model. 

Johnson/Mifflin chose to use the FEFLOW finite-element modeling environment (p 51), which is 

proprietary software so details of the model can only be reviewed by those who have the 

software.  In fact, they imply they used just a demonstration version of the software (Id.). 

The report does not document how they constructed the model.  Their Appendix III, Figure 2 

shows the finite element mesh and a couple of essential properties but no explanation.  The 

figure on the left shows “anisotropy angles”, which presumably means the direction of the axis 

of the highest transmissivity in the horizontal directions.  Without expressing the actual 

anisotropy, this information is not very useful.  On the right, the figure characterizes the Eureka 

Low in terms of the rate of heat input to the aquifer; there is no information about how this is 

calibrated or even any discussion as to how the heat flow presumably affects the groundwater 

flow. 

Johnson/Mifflin essentially argue that the terminal end of much of the WRFS is in Las Vegas 

Valley rather than MRSA (p 61).  Their Appendix III is most of their technical evidence in support 

of this idea, but the evidence is little more than a poorly documented modeling study that 

cannot be reviewed and a random collection of statements regarding heat transport with little 

discussion of groundwater flow.  Evidence based on this model should not be considered in this 

proceeding because the model is not reviewable. 

Appendix IV attempts to establish a relationship between Arrow Canyon pumping and 

drawdowns at EH-4 with the intent of developing a pristine (no pumping) water level series at 

EH-4.  The multiple regression, presented in Johnson/Mifflin Appendix IV Table 1, claims to 

establish a relationship that explains EH-4 water levels based on weekly pumping at Arrow 

Canyon for the previous 13 weeks.  Their Figure 1 shows there is a reasonable fit.  However, this 
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effectively assumes that water levels at EH-4 are controlled by Arrow Canyon pumping and 

nothing else.  Johnson/Mifflin do not provide evidence supporting this. 

Their Appendix IV, Figures 2 and 3 are not referenced in the report, but provide some graphical 

evidence regarding the regression.  They analyzed the original pump test of the Arrow Canyon 

well on EH-4 based on pristine water levels, after the effects of pumping are removed from the 

data (Johnson and Mifflin, Appendix IV, Figure 4).  Figure 4 suggests that without the pumping 

(from a pump test) the water level would have been several tenths of feet higher.  Figure 5 then 

shows drawdown based on the difference between the observed water level and the 

reconstructed pristine water level.  Figure 6 plots the new drawdown with log 10 time to allege 

the pump test encountered a recharge boundary, which they identify as the Muddy River.  

Using this methodology Johnson/Mifflin could be missing all of the relevant effects.  The slope 

in Figures 5 and 6 changes several times which could be due to the fact that other factors 

control the water level at EH-4 than just pumping Arrow Canyon.  The evidence in Appendix IV 

does not prove that the primary control on water levels at EH-4 is pumping at Arrow Canyon. 

Next, Figure 7 shows EH-4 water levels “cleaned of Arrow Canyon pumping effects”.  Because 

they have not eliminated any other effects, this is not a pristine, without pumping, water level.  

Johnson/Mifflin then suggest that less than 8% of the discharge from Arrow Canyon pumping is 

drawn from the Warm Springs Refuge, based on 6.5 cfs pumping and a 0.5 cfs springflow 

reduction (p 68).  They acknowledge that other unmonitored springs could be affected, but do 

not mention that if not captured from spring discharge, the water is withdrawn from storage.  

Because of the high transmissivity documented in the Order 1169 pump test, that withdrawal 

at Arrow Canyon may be drawn over up to 1100 square miles.  It adds to a cumulative loss of 

storage that will eventually capture much more discharge.  There is no evidence, other than the 

biased regression analysis in Appendix IV, that allows the statement that recovery at EH-4 is 

complete 3 months after the cessation of pumping (p 68). 

Johnson/Mifflin claim that 40,000 af/y flows from the LWRFS into the Las Vegas Valley, 

although it refers to this flow as occurring within the Las Vegas Valley capture zone which they 

describe using model-generated flow lines that emanate within LWRFS and cross basin 

boundaries to enter Las Vegas Valley.  Even if the concept of cross-basin flow from the LWRFS is 

correct, a Darcy’s law calculation would not be the way to estimate it.  Darcy’s law depends on 

transmissivity and gradient which means they would have to assume a conductivity value and 

cross-sectional area.  The proper way would be to use Darcy’s law to verify the interbasin flow 

estimated in other ways. 

Arguing that Appendix V Figure 12 shows a 2% per year pumping increase based on pumping 

shown in that figure is fallacious.  With the exception of two periods over which pumping 

increased substantially, year to year pumping decreased.  The “trend” is based solely on an 

almost 1000 af/y increase between 2017 and 2018. 
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Johnson/Mifflin discuss a regional hydraulic-head gradient and flow between a Steptoe MX well 

and Tule Springs Pond (p 20), but do not provide evidence of a connection or discuss the flow 

path.  This claim begins a paragraph that seems to be a series of unconnected sentences that 

together are almost impossible to review.  The second sentence references an unpublished 

report (Mifflin and Johnson 2013) to claim there is a 2832 m2/day transmissivity across the 

width of California Wash.  Without a figure showing the cross-section, this cannot be 

considered.  They determine the width of California Wash that would be necessary, based on 

the assumed transmissivity, to pass 33,771 m3/day, a hypothetical flow (equal to 10,000 af/y) (p 

19).  

In sum, the Johnson/Mifflin report is riddled with unsupported claims and its conclusions 

should not be relied on.  

Rebuttal to Vidler/Lincoln County Report 

The report submitted by Lincoln County and Vidler Water Company in response to interim 

order #1303 primarily argues that the northern portion of CSV should not be administered as 

part of the LWRFS and that KSV should not be added to the LWRFS for administration.  

However, the data and analysis presented by Lincoln County et al (2019) actually supports 

adding KSV to the LWRFS and certainly does not support removing the northern portion of CSV 

from the LWRFS. 

Lincoln County et al (2019) cited the NSE Ruling #6254 in support of allowing appropriation of 

groundwater that is hundreds of years upgradient (p 2-3).  However, there was no evidence 

presented in the hearing or the order #6254 that KSV is hundreds of years upgradient from 

LWRFS.  The hearing concerned Delamar, Dry Lake and Cave Valley which some argued is that 

far upgradient from CSV and Las Vegas Valley and therefore water could be appropriated, 

although that aspect of Order #6254 has been reversed by the Judge Esty order1.  The Lincoln 

County et al assertion that KSV is hundreds of years upgradient from CSV and LWRFS is not 

supported.  

Lincoln County et al invoke NSE Ruling # 5712 as claiming that there is “not substantial 

evidence” that pumping in KSV will affect the flow at Muddy River Springs, Rogers Spring or 

Blue Point Springs.  That ruling predates the Order 1169 pump and that conclusion has been 

challenged by Myers (2019).  Lincoln County et al also reference Ruling #5712 as suggesting the 

difference in groundwater levels (1875 ft amsl near KSV and less than 1825 ft amsl near MX-5 

and the MRSA) as being due to low transmissivity between the areas.  Myers (2019) and FWS 

(2019) acknowledged the transmissivity is lower than in the larger very high transmissivity zone 

affected by the Order #1169 pump test, but also noted that the gradient through the lower 

                                                 
1
White Pine County and Consolidate Cases, Et al, v Jason King, P.E., Nevada State Engineer, State of Nevada 

Division of Water Resources.  In the Seventh Judicial District Court of the State of Nevada in and for the County of 
White Pine.  Case No. CV1204049.  
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transmissivity is still low as discussed in the following paragraphs and does not represent a 

barrier or even a substantial impedance to flow.  Myers (2019) documented aquifer test effects 

on the CSV wells near KSV. 

Lincoln County et al present a north-south transect of carbonate water level data through CSV 

and MRSA in Figure 3-4 through 3-7.  These figures illustrate well the very flat gradient through 

a large portion of the transect within the carbonate aquifer.  They also illustrate the aquifer 

becomes steeper in northern CSV, as was also documented by Myers (2019).  The steeper 

gradient indicates the transmissivity in the north of CSV is lower for most of the inflow to the 

system than from Pahranagat Valley through to MRSA.  It is not evidence the northern portion 

of the valley is separate from the southern portion. 

Lincoln County et al also presents data from well KMW-1 that they argue shows how KSV is not 

part of CSV.  The geologic section presented as Figure 3-3 does not show a separation between 

KSV and CSV; in fact, the cross-section shows that carbonate rock spans the downstream end of 

KSV so that there would be a connection between KSV and CSV. 

Lincoln County et al allege differences between KMW-1 and well CSVM-4 in CSV are evidence 

that the valleys are different.  Their location map, Figure 3-1, shows that KMW-1 lies at the 

mouth of KSV and CSVM-2 lies about 2.5 miles southwest in CSV.  There is 5.5 feet of vertical 

difference in their water levels which is a 0.00042 gradient.  That is very flat and certainly not 

evidence that a fault they postulate (p 3-4) has any effect on flow between the wells.  With the 

carbonate rock that separates the wells they would be expected to have water level trends that 

are very similar to trends further south in CSV.   

Figure 6 shows a figure from the Lincoln County et al report that compares water level at the 

two wells.  The lines added to their figure show up to four different periods that trend similar to 

each other and to wells south in CSV.  Monitoring at CSVM-4 began just before the wet 2005 

period began, so it shows an increase due to the recharge from that wet year.  A similar 

increase probably occurred in KMW-1.  After the recharge, a long-term decline began.   This 

decline was not due to “years to dissipate in the aquifer”  the effects of a high recharge event 

(p 3-4) but the response to pumping that began in CSV in 2006.  Both wells had a long-term 

decline from 2006 through about the beginning of the aquifer test period during which the 

decline became much steeper, as shown on Figure 5.  FWS estimated the decline at these wells 

during the aquifer test to be 0.5 feet (FWS 2019, Figure 5), but their analysis did not account for 

the lag in the response as discussed here.  There is no evidence that the aquifer test occurred 

during an abnormally dry period, so these wells responded similar to wells further south in CSV.   

A brief recovery occurred at each well a few months after the aquifer test.  The recovery lasted 

a few months longer in the north than further south because of the lower transmissivity in 

northern CSV.  Since the brief recovery, the water levels have trended downward but at a 

slower rate than before the aquifer test.  The slower rate reflects slightly less pumping in CSV 

than prior to the test and slightly above average moisture conditions. 
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Figure 6: Trends at hydrographs of wells KMW-1 and CSVM-4.  Adapted from Lincoln/Vidler et al 
(2019) Figure 3-9 

Lincoln County et al (2019) document well the huge precipitation event that occurred during 

2005, but its claim of estimating in-basin recharge for KSV to be from approximately 4700 to 

7500 af/y (p 3-5), based on data they presented in their Appendix B is inaccurate.  The appendix 

contains precipitation, runoff, and chloride data for precipitation and runoff, but no analysis to 

estimate the recharge. Assuming the precipitation data is representative of the basin and the 

runoff data accurately captures the runoff from the basin, two variables remain, 

evapotranspiration and recharge.  They do not present enough data with which to estimate 

recharge.  The estimate presented is not useful evidence of the amount of water available in 

KSV. 

Lincoln County et al (2019) Section 3.3 attempts to use simple chemistry, age, and thermal data 

as evidence that KSW water differs from the other water in LWRFS that will be managed as one.  
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As will be described in the following paragraphs, nothing in their analysis prescribes that KSV 

water does not mix into CSV water and eventually discharge at MRSA or that pumping 

throughout CSV or KSV will not affect water levels and spring flows throughout the LWRFS. 

Groundwater from KPW-1 has total dissolved solids (TDS) at 774 mg/l, a little higher than the 

groundwater at CSVM-4 which is 682 mg/l (p 3-8).  The authors do not describe the basis for 

these observations, meaning they do not describe whether it is an average or how many 

samples were taken to obtain that average.  It is common for TDS to vary more than 20% 

between measurements, so the difference between the wells could be random fluctuation in 

the data.  None of the wells in their Table 3-2 stand out as substantially different than the 

others. 

Assuming the observations are accurate, the groundwater at KPW-1 is almost the oldest 

(29,000 years) and hottest (136° F) of the wells in the area (p 3-9, -10).  If the water in KPW-1 

originated in KSV as recharge, it circulated deeply over a long time period to exhibit these 

characteristics.  Once it joins water in CSV, the average age of the mixed water is younger and 

the temperature is cooler due to mixing.  Its circulation depth is not relevant to whether KSW 

mixes with water in CSV and is affected by pumping in CSV or further downgradient.  The 

supposed pathways in Lincoln County et al Figure 3-12 do not account for mixing along the 

pathways. 

Lincoln et al Section 4.0 presents substantial geophysical data and analysis for KSV and northern 

CSV and attempts an interpretation of the hydrogeologic effects of the interpreted geology.  

This review does not rebut the geophysical sections and interpretations of the sections, but it 

does question and rebut the interpreted effects on groundwater flow.  As the next paragraphs 

discuss, the data presented by Lincoln County et al does not support the interpretations, and 

the geophysics are not evidence that KSV should not be considered part of the LWRFS. 

Lincoln County et al claim that “faulting that occurs in northern CSV … explains why the water 

levels in KMW-1 and CSVM-4 are distinctly higher than those found in the rest of the basin” (p 

4-9).  They cite their figures 3-4 through 3-9 as demonstrating the change in water level.  The 

correct interpretation of those figures is that the steadily increasing water level going north of 

CSVM-6 is due to decreasing transmissivity.  Their Figure 3-5 shows there is a much more 

substantial increase in water level north of KSMW-1.  Even so, the increase in water levels to 

CSVM-3 of about 330 feet (Figure 3-6) occurs over about 4 miles, so the gradient is only about 

0.0156.  This is not evidence of a step increase over a fault. 

The claim that “faults significantly impede the flow of groundwater from KSV and northern CSV 

… into the southern portion of CSV” (p 4-9) ignores the fact that most flow reaching MRSA 

passes through CSV from Pahranagat Valley and Delamar Valley.  The gradient calculated above 

between KSV and CSV is not a significant impedance. 
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There is also no evidence to suggest the faulting is substantial enough to “cause the water 

levels to build up on the upthrown side of the fault … until there is enough head built up (a few 

tens of feet) for groundwater to push through into northern CSV”.  If that were the case, there 

would be evidence of water flowing parallel to the fault through the higher conductivity zone 

along the fault (p 4-8).  Lincoln County et al are simply wrong to say “there were no effects 

ascribable to the start and subsequent stop of a major pumping stress in monitoring wells 

KMW-1 or CSVM-4, as shown above in Figure 5 and associated text” (p 4-10).  The aquifer test 

effects simply lasted longer at those wells than at others closer to MX-5 because of the lower 

transmissivity in northern CSV, and the increasing distance from the point of diversion. 

Lincoln County el al claims that these wells are too far from the pumping well for the cone of 

depression to reach that far (p 4-10).  They disprove their own claim by noting the “very large 

sequence of carbonate rocks between the location of the Order No. 1169 pumping and KSV and 

northern CSV and that thick sequence likely has a very large transmissivity, which is indicated 

by the nearly flat-water level elevation in much of the LWRFS” (Id.).  This nearly flat-water table 

declined everywhere due to the pumping, as documented by almost all reports filed on Order 

1169.  It was more like the lowering of a lake than the spread of a cone of depression.  The 

lowering water table beyond the end of the flat-water table surface more resembles a cone of 

depression.  Myers (2019) Figure 12 shows the expansion of the drawdown with distance from 

the pumping, similar to a cone of depression.  

Finally, they seem to argue there is no connection because “groundwater from KSV has to flow 

through the Northern LWRFS Boundary Fault where the geologic structure changes” (p 4-10).  If 

it does not flow through the boundary, it has to go somewhere, but Lincoln County et al does 

not explain where else it would go.  FWS noted that “Kane Springs Wash Fault must be 

permeable over much of central Coyote Spring Valley” (FWS 2019, p 22) based on the 

observation that water flowing into CSV at the Pahranagat Shear Zone must flow through the 

carbonate aquifer to the MRSA. 

Lincoln County et al (2019) does not present a compelling argument for not managing KSV as 

part of the LWRFS. 

Lincoln County et al also argues that pumpage from the MRSA completely explains reductions 

in flows of the Muddy River and associated springs and that pumping in CSV has no effect (p 5-

3).  They support this argument by comparing normalized flows of the Muddy River, which 

means adjusting recorded flows by removing flood flows and adding back in the diversions, 

plotting this with the annualized pumping in the MRSA (broken out by carbonate and alluvial 

pumping) and CSV carbonate pumping.  Figure 6 is Figure 5-1 from Lincoln County et al (2019). 

The deficit peaks at just less than 8000 af/y in 2003 and 2004 and began to decrease afterwards 

(Figure 7).  MRSA pumping had peaked in 2000 at almost 8000 af/y before dropping to just over 

6000 af/y from 2001 through 2006.  The most significant decrease in Muddy River deficits 
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occurred from 2005 through 2009 when they had dropped to almost 4000 af/y.  Through this 

period the deficits almost equaled MRSA pumping without including any CSV pumping (Figure 

7). Beginning in 2010, the deficit increased about 1500 af/y and remained above 5000 af/y 

while MRSA pumping increased about 500 af/y for one year before decreasing during 2012.  

This is the period of the aquifer test as may be seen by the much higher pumping in CSV.  For 

five years, the deficits are higher than pumping in MRSA.  This would seem to be a direct 

reaction to the higher pumping in CSV.  The aquifer test pumping caused a broad drawdown 

which means that it mostly drew water from storage.  It slowly captured groundwater 

discharge, as documented by the hydrograph at Warm Springs West (Myers 2019, Figure 14) 

and other springs, and as documented for the Muddy River in Figure 7.  Overall pumping rates 

from 2015 through 2018 are similar to 1995 through 1997, although the sources are different, 

and Muddy River depletions are similar. 

Contrary to their claims, Lincoln Co et al’s analysis of Muddy River depletions and groundwater 

pumping is not evidence that pumping in CSV has no effect on discharge from MRSA. 

 

Figure 7: Muddy River (MR) flow deficit and CSV and MRSA groundwater production.  Source: 
Lincoln County et al (2019) Figure 5-1. 

Rebuttal to US Fish and Wildlife Service Report 

Most US Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) data and analysis is accurate but their report argues for 

a too-high allowable pumpage from LWRFS.  FWS claims that full recovery from the aquifer test 

occurred by late summer 2015 based on measured water levels in carbonate well EH-4 and 
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spring flows.  Graphs of EH-4 and WSW flow do not allow that conclusion of full recovery.  The 

water levels at EH-4, EH-5b and UMVM-1 show a distinct downward trend through the aquifer 

test and continued pumping of MX-5, which ended about April 2013 (Figure 8).  Water levels 

continued a small decline for several months before they began to recover, as reported by FWS.  

However, water levels at those three wells never reached within a foot of levels seen near the 

beginning of the aquifer test (Figure 8).  The levels remain steady with just a seasonal 

fluctuation until early 2016 when they again began a downward trend.  The same occurred at 

Warm Springs West.  Near the beginning of the aquifer test, flows were near 3.8 cfs but they 

decreased to less than 3.3 cfs by several months after the test (Figure 9).  Although they briefly 

recovered to almost 3.6 cfs, flows have been decreasing since. 

 

Figure 8: Plot of monitoring wells EH-5b, EH-4, UMVM-1 for the period during and after the 
aquifer test.  Source: Myers (2019) Figure 8. 
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Figure 9: Hydrograph of Warm Springs West for the period during and after the aquifer test.  
Source: Myers (2019) Figure 14. 

 

FWS states that the average pumping of years 2015 through 2017 should be the long-term 

allowed total pumping rate from carbonate and alluvial aquifers because it claims the discharge 

of Muddy River Springs and Muddy River at Moapa gage was relatively constant (p 37, 38).  This 

is incorrect, Muddy River flows were steady but flows at Big Muddy Springs (gage #09415900) 

dropped over 200 cfs from 2015 to 2017 (5799 to 5546 cfs).  FWS also incorrectly claims that 

flow rates at the Refuge springs were reasonably stable in 2015 to 2017 (p 37).  Myers (2019) 

Figures 14 and 15 show a continuing slight decrease in flow rates at Warm Springs West and the 

Pederson Springs.  Myers (2019) concluded that any pumping from the carbonate aquifer would 

decrease spring flow over the long term because discharge equals the long-term recharge and 

that infrequent short-term recharge events provide minimal recovery.  NPS’ groundwater 

modeling discussed below also predicts long-term spring flow decline due to pumping.  

Experiencing a long-term decrease does not mean there will be no temporary upticks in flow, as 

seen at the end of MX-5 pumping, as groundwater storage throughout the carbonate aquifer is 

depleted.  Myers (2019) suggests that the total pumpage from the LWRFS should occur only 

from alluvium after the flow has discharged from springs and become secondary recharge into 

the alluvium.  This objection to FWS’ recommended pumping is not so much to the amount but 

to the location from which it would be drawn. 
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FWS argues that total carbonate pumping can continue but not be increased from 2015-2017 

levels even if it would replace alluvial pumping.  This FWS recommendation will not protect the 

high-elevation springs.  Most carbonate pumping is removed from storage and only a small 

percent is currently being removed from discharge (the spring flow).  As pumping continues and 

storage removed, which also lowers the head at the carbonate monitoring wells (see the 

continued lowering at EH-4 and EH-5b in Figure 8).  Eventually, more carbonate pumping will be 

captured from discharge and the spring flow will decease until it reaches critical levels. 

FWS section 1.6 develops relationships between the water level at EH-4 and discharges from 

various springs.  All have significant coefficients demonstrating that decreases in water level 

decreases the discharge at all springs (except Muddy Springs at the LDS).  The highest elevation 

springs have the most significant relationship and proportionally lose the most water as EH-4 

water levels decrease.  The higher elevation springs will be the first to go dry as carbonate 

pumping continues.  This evidence suggests that FWS should not recommend a continuation of 

the existing carbonate pumping rates. 

Rebuttal to US National Park Service Report 

The National Park Service (NPS) submitted a report prepared by Tetra Tech which was based on 

the model Tetra Tech had previously prepared of the LWRFS.  Tetra Tech (2019) used their 

LWRFS groundwater model to analyze various pumping scenarios.  Regardless of the simulation, 

the model results indicate that the long-term trend will be for drawdown to expand and spring 

discharge to decrease.  Unfortunately, none of the simulations pumped as little as was being 

pumped during 2017 (Tetra Tech, Table 4-1, reproduced here as Figure 10). 
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Figure 10: Tetra Tech (2019) Table 4-1 showing 2017 pumping withdrawals by water rights hold 

and basin and the amount pumped for three simulations. 

Each simulation pumped the same amount, but the difference was the location from which it 

was withdrawn (Tetra Tech 2019, p 20).  Simulation #1 included substantially more pumping in 

CSV than observed in 2017 (Figure 10).  Simulations #2 and #3 have much less pumping in CSV 

but still more than observed in 2017.  The simulations also have much more pumping in MRSA 

than observed, but the location of the pumping, both by aquifer and water right holder, varies. 

The biggest difference in the results shows in the drawdown maps (Tetra Tech Figures 4-4 

through 4-12).  They present drawdown for 10-, 100-, and 200-year simulations for each 

simulation.  After 10 years in the high CSV-pumping simulation #1, drawdown exceeds 2 feet 

and ranges from 1 to 2 feet over larger portions of CSV and approaches 10 feet for portions of 

MRSA.  Simulation #2 shifts pumping south into Garnet and Hidden Valley with a large area 

experiencing 1 to 2-foot drawdown.  The shift south is greater for Simulation #3 with a large 

area experiencing 2 to 5-foot drawdown.  Going forward 100 years, the differences are much 

less because drawdown up to 10 feet covers most of the area west of Meadow Valley Wash.  

There is a large area near Garnet and Hidden Valleys over which drawdown approaches 20 feet.  
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After 200 years, drawdown approaches 20 feet over large areas.  Tetra Tech acknowledges 

these differences at Tetra Tech (p 20, 21). 

Spring discharge decreases with the simulations as well, but the difference among simulations 

is much less.  Over the 500-year period simulated, spring flows would decrease by about 20% 

with just small variation among simulations.  This reflects the long period required to 

reestablish hydrologic equilibrium (Tetra Tech, p 20).  Equilibrium is reestablished when the 

reduction in spring flow equals the amount being pumped; when this happens, the pumping 

will have completely captured the discharge.  This would violate the trigger points in Warm 

Springs West and surface water rights on the Muddy River.  The lack of difference among 

outcomes in these simulations is evidence that there is not some perfect scenario that would 

allow pumping to continue at a much higher rate (that is not to say other scenarios should not 

be tested, especially those with even less pumpage than simulated by Tetra Tech).  The 

simulations basically confirm Myers (2019) results regarding continued pumping in the 

carbonate aquifer – drawdown will increase and spring flow decrease regardless of pumping 

rate; the only difference is the rate of decrease.  Eventually the reduction in spring flow will 

equal the amount of water being pumped. 

Tetra Tech’ model simulations lead NPS to conclude that all of the Black Mountains Area (BMA) 

and KSV should be included in the LWRFS management area.  Myers (2019) argued the same 

for inclusion of KSV (and this is discussed further above in rebuttal to Lincoln County et al).  The 

Tetra Tech model showed drawdown in KSV coalescing with that in CSV, although it must be 

recognized that there was no monitoring well data with which to calibrate the connection 

between valleys.  

Myers (2019) did not address the BMA.  Model-simulated drawdown, such as was simulated 

through the BMA, rarely is accurate near structural boundaries so the accuracy of the predicted 

drawdown in BMA is questionable.  Although there is little doubt that pumping in LWRFS would 

affect Rogers and Blue Point Spring, the model does not provide evidence that pumping within 

BMA would spread into LWRFS.  Without more evidence it appears that the connection may be 

distant enough that including the remainder of BMA is not necessary and that flow at the 

springs should be considered as a long-term impact, tantamount to the way pumping in 

Delamar, Dry Lake and Cave Valley is considered at MRSA. 

The Tetra Tech model raises a quandary that should be addressed.  Its simulated drawdown 

reached the model boundary with Las Vegas Valley.  This could have caused the model to 

overestimate drawdown in the southern reaches of LWRFS.  It also suggests that the connection 

with Las Vegas Valley be better examined.  Is there flow from LWRFS to LVV, as suggested by 

Johnson/Mifflin? Tetra Tech (p 22) suggests any flow would be minimal, although they present 

no evidence other than unreferenced estimates from the USGS. 
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Rebuttal to Southern Nevada Water Authority Report 

SNWA in its abstract claims that “[i]f the conflicts with senior water-right holders are 

adequately addressed, the annual groundwater production from the carbonate aquifer should 

be managed between 4,000 – 6,000 afy over the long-term” (SNWA 2019, p ix).  This conclusion 

however violates all of the findings SNWA makes throughout its report.  The most important 

finding that does not support the conclusion is “(c) the data indicated that groundwater 

production from the MRSA alluvial reservoir or the carbonate aquifer simply cannot occur over 

the long-term without depleting spring and streamflows and conflicting with senior surface-

water rights” (Id.).  This rebuttal reviews SNWA (2019) and discusses additional points as to why 

the ultimate conclusion is faulty. 

SNWA shows there have not been any significant climatic trends or shifts in the area since 1895 

(SNWA, p 5-1). SNWA Figure 4-2 shows a slight, non-significant upward trend which is likely due 

to the very high precipitation in 2005.   

SNWA notes that since 2016, heads in the carbonate aquifer and discharge measured at 

Pederson Spring and WSW have declined (SNWA, p 6-2).  It notes that a significant increase in 

pumping as occurred during the aquifer test would increase the rate of decline.  The only way 

to recover groundwater levels to pre-test levels would be for a pulse recharge event like in 

2004-2005 (Id.).  Stopping pumping is not sufficient.  It further elaborates:  

In the long-term, it is expected that any groundwater production from the carbonate 

system with in the LWRFS will ultimately capture discharge to the MRSA (e.g., spring 

discharge, subsurface inflow the o the alluvial reservoir and, consequently, Muddy River 

streamflow) because of the high aquifer diffusivity and hydraulic connectivity 

throughout the flow system and because the MRSA constitutes the majority, if not all, of 

the discharge from the flow system” (Id., emphasis added). 

Moving the pumping center will not help in the long term either, but may just take longer (Id.).  

SNWA presents four important conclusions: 

 groundwater production from the carbonate aquifer in the LWRFS has impacted 

discharge to the MRSA and, consequently, senior surface-water rights associated with 

the 1920 Muddy River Decree 

 impacts due to groundwater production within areas directly upgradient of the MRSA 

occur relatively quickly, and the magnitude of the impacts depends upon the pumping 

rates and durations 

 additional appropriations that increase groundwater production from the carbonate 

aquifer within the LWRFS will accelerate the timing and magnitude of impacts  
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 changing the spatial distribution of pumping within the LWRFS will change the 

distribution of drawdown and the timing of impacts, but not the long-term outcome. 

(SNWA, p 6-4, emphases added) 

SNWA’s conclusions quoted here are accurate and are supported by the evidence they have 

analyzed.  However, SNWA’s attempt to quantify these analyses with ratios of spring flow to 

total MRSA flow may be incorrect.  If high elevation spring discharge drops more rapidly than 

overall discharge, the ratio would change.  Higher elevation springs will be dry before the flow 

reduction of lower elevation springs are substantively affected.  This is based on the fact that a 

given change in groundwater level causes a larger change in the gradient controlling the 

discharge than it does for the lower elevation springs.  The change in flow is proportional to the 

change in gradient, and therefore the claim that each “spring contributes to MRSA discharge in 

the same proportion under any stress conditions” (p 6-11) is incorrect.  This does not obviate 

the overall conclusion that in the long term, capture of aquifer storage will decrease MRSA 

discharge on a nearly 1:1 ratio (Id.). 

SNWA’s analysis supports the concept that any carbonate pumping anywhere in the LWRFS will 

lead to a decrease in critical spring flow.  SNWA’s analysis does not support the 

recommendation that 4000 to 6000 af/y can continue to be developed from the carbonate 

aquifer. 

Endorsement of Great Basin Water Network Letter 

Great Basin Water Network (GBWN) addresses one issue directly pertinent to the subject of 

Order 1303, that of the boundary of the LWRFS.  GBWN argues that the entire White River Flow 

System (WRFS) should be managed as one.  This is a well-founded idea because most of the 

water that reaches MRSA originates in the northern portions of the WRFS.  Myers (2019, p 19) 

explained how pumping in the northern portion of the WRS will diminish inflow to the LWRFS 

and eventually decrease water levels and discharges from the springs.  It is completely 

reasonable to manage the entire WRFS as one unit. 
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Impacts and Availability of Water Pursuant to applications Pending Under Order 1169. 

USFWS (US Fish and Wildlife Service, Region 1) (1996) Recovery Plan for the Rare Aquatic Species of the 

Muddy River Ecosystem, First Revision.  Portland OR  
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IN THE OFFICE o:r THE STATE ENGINEER 
OF THE STATE OF NEVADA 

IN THE MATTER OF APPLICATION 46777 ) 
FILED .. TO APPROPRIATE THE' PUBL:IC. WATERS·· .) 
~'ROM AN UNDERGRQUND SOURCE i'ITHIN THE ) 
COYOTE SPRINGS GROUNDWATER BASIN (210) .) 
CLARK COUNTY , NEVADA'. '.'" ) 

': " 

RULING" 
••• ' '.1 • 

. , 

". "" '. ",', !I:,. . ~.: .!./ .... ' '" j.}'. f' )~'!'" "-

. ~ppliG'a-ti,on .46;7a}~ Wa's".;,f"D.:l.re.dl ODtMaDcb 13ru:)~.:.h98al)OIbYI'1Ne-Va4i ~Pow-er . 

Company:, (If PC,)" to,,_,app:rop:r2i:a·t,~"l1': 55 :.0 •. cul!l!.a;ltf.e'eto:rpe~ .. s~con~.("c:f's·:), 

40 /.000. .?cre feet .. annU'al·l,:y~r.(iatfad ,1 «,rom:,the~und'6r,groundt"wa't'eID"of, "rihe 

Cpyote Spr,ings :Groundwater··)· :Bas'i'n",:--,c"1ark.o!,..,-count-YI,"I"Nev.adta';:'lw.f:br 

indu6tr·ia,l: {cooling) ;.'purposes 'wi tbin '-,Sections" ':1!2; /'13;" '24...,"i '25, 35 

and 36, T.17S .• R,63E .• and Sec:tions 7, 18, 19, 30 and 31, T.17S .• 

R.64E.
" 

and"See.tions. 1 and- 2,. 'T-.1SS'., R.-6·3E11~:) H·;'D:~B;L&M;.! - ·The 

pr?posed point _0£ diversion' "is ,described, a8 'being, ioca.'te(l wtthin 

the SKl ·SBt of Sect.ion· ·23,'·T .13:8. ". R.l 63, B.; M .·D. B. &M .. 'The 'propose'd 

manner of ,use is for the planned 2,000 megawatt Harry Allen Power 

Plant located in the Dry Lake. region approximately 25 miles 

northe!3.st of Las' vegas, Nevada., 

, ,.' .: ,·'.1· "_ . '" 
Applica·tion ',,;467,7.7 .,,;was; -·time-.l.y; prote·s-ted' .by~ .~nhe\;·<'Nevada 

De,partment of ,W.ildli'fe, (NDOW) on'"tlbe grounds, that the' grant,in\!' of 

the permit would no·t be in the best· public· in·terest,.las it would 

have a" detrimental impaction the wildl~:de" values of the Muddy River 

drainage including the Moapa. Dace (Moapa Coriacea) which ~s 

class.if:i,.ed :a_5 an end'angered Elpecies; and",",-,:as' past stud·ies have 

indicated that- ~Coyote spr ing.s. _val."'1.ey 5uppli<es''- -a. maj,or portion~ 0-£ 

the gr-oundwate~ recharge for the Muddy,+,River BPrings;.l'Wh:i'ch l·ie in 

the Huddy River Spx:ings GrQundw'a1;er Basin (#·219) I l.ocat'ed south' and 

east and down~ gr'ad,j,ent of coyote 'springs Valley. . .. ! 

. " '. 1 J 

,', ',;, ~ .' 

1 File No. 46177, officla~~l records in the 'office of 'the State 
Engineer. 
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III . 

Application 46777 was timely protested by the United States 

Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) on the grounds that the granting of 
this permit would not be in the best. public interest as it would 
have a diminishing effect on the springs supplying the Muddy River; 
thereby., having ·an ad'lerse imp.!c,t on the~ fish and wildlife living 

in the drainage, "a:.ncluding,) ;t'he'f·.I~oapa":·- Da'ce";.~.(Mo'a.pa '~'J,CQ.r(ia!ce'a >-., 

classified as an end'angered: ,species1. 'Th'ei:"ti',W'S"'<talto]jege's"t'hat:'ls'twil-ies" j • 

indicate water mov-es,l. through; the L;,coyo.te~; Spr~hgsi t:Val!leyoware'a'" 

discharging from the Muddy Riv9'r Isprings'j'l'/-therefore!ji.* t'he 

appropriation would intercept the water discharging at the Muddy 

River springs which would not be in the best public interest ,I 

IV. 
The State Engineer initially described and designated the 

Coyote springs Valley Groun'dwa~:er Basin on August 21, 1985, under . .. 
the provisions of Nevada Rev'isEld Statute § 534.030, as a basin in 

need of additional administrati~n.2 
V •.. 

After a meeting with the cLpp.licant and the Division of Water 
" .. , 

Resources, NDOW withdrew its pZ'otest on the basis that a detailed . 
moni toring plan be establisiled, and on the understanding that 

groundwater pumping would be s.t.opped should the project adversely 

affect the water table in thE(! ~.~uddy River Springs Area. 1 

FINDTN'3S OF FACT 
., ", 

I. 

When the State Engineer analyzes whether water is available 

for appropriation in a grqundwater basin the first analysis 

addresses the perennial. 'yie~d 6:[ the particular groundwater basin. 
f . -" " ~ 

The perennial yield oi ja hyd.tologic basin is the maximum amount of 
;. ~'-.. 

water of usable. Ch~mic~'l" q'~a~U,~~~ :hat can be consumed economically 

h f ·· d f· , HI .. (, f . . 1 . d eac year or an 1~ e l!n1't-e ~pe,rlpd"o tlme. Perenn1a Y1el cannot ...... ; 
exceed the natural replenishmont to' an area indefinitely, and 

,'; , .... ~-t). i'- -~~., fii--P-! ~1j ''J,; 
_______ ~ ... -'.'-~.~.-'( 1~:~. '" I.' .... : ,_, J,. ;"' 

2 State Engineer,I,s "O,rde'r No. 905'1 dated August 21, 1985, 
official recor"ds i.Q'tt:l).~~ g~~~tc.e of the $tate Engineer. 

" , " ' -"" . 

',,' ,. . ' 

" . 
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ultimately 16 limited to the maximum amount of natural recharge 

that can be salvaged for beneficial use. If the perennial yield is 
continually exceeded groundwat.er levels will decline until the 

groundwater reservoir is depleted. l ,Withdrawals of groundwater in 

excess of the perennial yield contribute to adverse conditions such 

as water quality degr,adation, storage dep,letioni diminishing. y.ield 

, .., 

of wells I increased: 'econoinic p't:1Il1p-i,ng <dLilf~t!sl,uband\,"",5\1.!bs:~dence":a,nd,_ C'" ~iltIJ~ 

possible reversal of>- groi.mdwa,t~r :gl!adiembs ~.,wh'&€ht couij;d,!tll:ri"esuil.~ :i:n.: ('n ~'p;,~ 

Presently I scientist's;c'an-t.e,s-timat.e thel pe,rennial' ;y;.iedd' at a ":' 
"- , _." 

groundwater basin by two d:i~~:inct methods, recharge to the 

groundwater basin from prec,I.lii~i~a~J.on, and discharge from the ,-"" ' . . 
groundwater basin by, s,pring,fs·~l'r.tacEF discharge, interbasin flow, ... ~ ... ,...,"- " . 
consumption b-y plal'\ts_" tcip.p~;ng the, ~roundwater and consumption by 

man. The State Engineer ~finQ.s ','that in the Coyote Springs Valley 
.t ' '," ~ .. ,'-

Groundwater Bas·in :t..,he fperenni,a'~tY .. ield (recharge) as a direct result 
_ -to,' -i.+J,~ 

of precipitati0o' above the ~'6 ,~O\'O foot elevation in the basin' 5 

watershed" is -'esltj;mated at\! l\, 9~o~'I·afa .. h, 
" • )" ~ .- '1 r 

, " ~. >' t .... t.t"l,~ ... "Iil.f~ 
,,- , 

Anot.her ineth\0d "-foi\ e~t'im~l,t(ing the total quantity of water 
~- <-_.... , ',; 1...,.·· . ( 

available for appropriati.on une.s .... iriterbasin flow and discharge 
~. -., -"A: .' ,/ 

flow as the'·, .. ~e~hO~~,Y·"w~~~K ·t.l~\p~f~dximate th~ annual safe yield. 
Gr,oun~, water ]:sl d~.sc·har·ge~ ~:em Coyote Spr~ngs Valley by the 

natural processes of trkns~ira_tion of vegetation, evaporation from 

the soil arid' fl:ee::'watefr;'! ~.i.lltf[Ja;S: and to a greate'r extent by 
._ . • 1 \ -..,: -I l 'I'~' - . 

underflow from the Coyote s.pr<iil~rs valley to the Muddy River springs 

Area Groundwater Basin. T.h,e. majority of the underflow from coyote 

Springs Valley can be b~st estimated by the amount of wate,r 

J State Engineer' s' offic;,e~. lI'A'l'ER niR NEVADA, SfAfE OF NEVADA WArER PLANNING 

REPOR'l RD. 3, Nevada Water Re~~o:U.~,!=e.s, p. 13, Oct. 1971. 
'. -, 

,,,; .. " 

( Eakin, Thomas E., G~D.£-WAtrER REsoiJRCES - RECONNAISSANCE SERIES REPORf 25, 
GROUND-VATER APPRAISAL OF COYOi'E 8PRIIfG'-':~';" IWI:£ SPRIKG VALLEYS AJll) KUDD'Y RIY£R SPRIKGS r.RBA, 

LINCOLN AND CLARK COUHTIEB, RRVADA,. Ne-i/c!da Department of Conservation and 
Natural Resources, pp. 22-2~, Feb. 1964. 
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discharged by the Muddy River Springs. This amount is estimated to 
be in the range of 33,700 to 36, 000 afa. 4 In using a discharge 

analysis, any influence of the carbonate aquifer is taken into 

consideration because the analysis looks at the total quantity of 
water flowing through the 'systGm and not at precipitatio~·. Based 

, . -" 

on the underflow" it has been eBtimated tha,t the perennial yie1d of 

the Coyote Spr ingsf .,Gro\l:li.dwat;e:i·.~ Bas,ion. isr :1:8V:OO.O·~~afa}! I ~Thej, S'·t·a,tje'l~ 'l 1 • 
, - J', '," ,",', 

Engineer finds "i:ha't \. there' are no,.~ parmi tted:- -,greundwa,te'r rr ight:s an yi" ~ ;.\ .. ~ 

Coyote spt'ings ,,,alle.y~'qn.o1j.J1dJrla~t.er \ Bas-in; , .• th'e,re~f0rie~, ,ther.e is 

unappropriated "'a:t'e'}"'}ih:~trh~:1~o~ohe~t springs' IvalLey_ 'Grounawa't-er 

Basin.' ,.. ';\} D 
". ~ III. 

The 

surface 

Basin. 7 

... i.c- _> 
flnds that '~PC has both ground water and 

h ~ ~d:\-'d ..... d 
~', ~ .. MU~. g ·R1 ver Spr lngs Area Groun water 
~". 1<-. 

, 
Sta·te 1 E'ngineer , . 

water rights ,ln 

'.f f iJ!o .. V ", (" \" 't ~ ,~.',', 
,~ , .' . ',....-.~, 

The pOlnt of diversion _ under Application 46777 15 within 

coyote springs Valley Groundwate~ Basin and just up gradient of the 

Muddy River Springs Area Grountilwater Basin. However, Application 

46777 does not seek water from the 'alluvial aquifer, but rather 

seeks to appropriate water fr.pm a 

system referred to as 
, , 

the carbohate . , 

deep regional groundwater flow 

aquifer. The carbonate aquifer 
"" ... - , 

is part of a, regional interbasin g,roundwater flow system identified 

as the White River System. 8 

Several thousand feet of s~t.urated carbonate-rock aquifers are 

believed to lie under portions" 0.-f this region, and carbonate-rock 

5 Nowlin, Jon, GROOND-WAfER: ouif.'ITY IN NEVADA - It PROPOSIID MONITORING PROORAH, 

OPEN FILE RKPORT 18-168, U.S.G.S., P: 203. 

6 Official records in the .iJffice of the State Engineer. 

1 Official records 1n ,the :Qffice of the State Eng~neer. 

8 Eakin, Thomas E., A REGI~~r. IN'l'ERBABIN GROUNDVAmR SYSTEH IN nm WHIR RIVER 

AREA I SOtJTHBASTERH NEVADA, Water - Relsource Bulletin No. 33 I Nevada 
Department of conservation and":' Natural Resources, 1966. 
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aquifers also transmit a regio:nal 
the Muddy River Springs Area .. 9 

flow of water, 
The regional 

in this case, 
distribution 

to 

of 

carbonate rocks has hydrologic significance because they transmit 
a f low of ground water in regional groundwater systems beneath 

topographic divides .10 

The State Engineer finds that ,the carbonate aquif.er is the 

source of water for.- :tbe·~Muddy;,·Riv,er.', .sp(['iing·s!d:'n t,he' Mudd}'j'!JRtiver : I ,I; 

Springs Area Groundwa'ten Ba6d.!n~, _and .ilsr.~am .addqt~onadL~so.u~·e:e, of ~,,' 

recharge, from beyond the drai1nlct,9,6 l'ar,e:ar't!o' ;t.he~,'tln'd·e,rqlroundt'js'G.l,Mr'Ce >, In" .. ' '-

of water known as the allu:vi'a,ill!=:l'a;q.l!l-ifer.+' in -- the' Muddy 1 Spr·ingsf"Area 

Groundwater Basin. The Sta·tf?':':E:n,gi~eer finds that the regional >., 
groundwater flow system known il·s:;t.he carbonate system provides an 

additional ground water supply· :~va'ilable for appropriation. The , 
State Engineer further finds t.tl~t.: the quantity of water available 

.. ,/~ ... : - '. . 
in the carbonate aquifer may ij'e~ more 1mportant as a water source 

than the availability of unapPiJ;"~priated water within the alluvial 
,. -" .. 

aquifer. 

)!. 

Since the quantity of wat;~r~_available for appropriation iIi the 
, 

carbonate aquif er is unknowa ,-c ·'~the.· 1ssue 1S one of whether the 

additional diversion requested ,under Application 46777 from the . , , , . . 
carbonate aquifer 1n the coy_ot,e:' Springs Groundwater Basin would 

reduce the spring flow and the inflow to the alluvia·l aquifer in , 
the Muddy River Springs f\rea- 5$:r.:p;u~dwater Basin in an amount that .. . 
would interfere with·- exiEr:t:iIfg wa,t-er rights within the Muddy River 

Spr ings Area Groundw~t~~r. ::J$:~{~ ': ~ .' ~ 
An aquifer tes,t 0.£' t'lfei, ~ela,Ilmnate system was conducted by the 

,~. - t \ ~ '~-I·t.tl:."!~ 
Moapa Valley Wa't;~r ,jji"sirict. H1I:;v.:W~ i.n: s~pport of their water right 

Applications .p,51.5Q."a,I\d,5!J<~n'1' .~Ji:pp;!,~ca.l'ions 55450 and 58269 were 
.' ~ .. ' .. \ -".;t: 'l" 

• ,I •• _I .-4'-'" -~.'-
-------;:-

9 Eakin, Thoma~ '!EC 1 ~R6~li:'A;rBR REsoURCES - RECONlfAIBSAtICE SERIES REPORT 25 I 

GROUND-WATER APPRAISAL OF ~mi.i8P:t~ ,~i~E' SPRING I VM.LEYS AND HUDDY RIVBR SPRINGS AREA, 

IoIlfCOLIi AfID ct.ARK..,·_cqu~~I1~S, MAD~~~e~VJ~g.:~.~~artment of Conservation and 
Natural Resour,~e~ I i.~·,' ~.~: .~/:b~,lV4..')-' 

10 Rush I supra ,'ndt~ .2." ~ 7~: . 
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, 

filed to appropriate water from the carbonate aquifer in the Muddy 
River springs Area Groundwater Basin. 

A public administrative hearing was held in 1995 concerning 

Applications 55450 and 58269. 11 These two applications are 
supplemental to one another and have the same point of diversion 

from a well completed in the carbon.ate aquifer in the Muddy .River 
Springs Area Groundwater:-. Basin. . ·,Thils·,11point,.. ,of di ve'rsi-en;' is 

referred to as the Arrow·G;anyon WelL App:14cat..ion 46717 is<\sWrnilar'

to these applications in.·,that.I~!it, ·-i·s· 'also ,t'o' .-be completed 0-0 the 

regional carbonate -aquifer s'~~-bem in the ,White.' Rd.·ver S~5tem. 

Protests to Applications, ~5'450 and 58269 were submitted by 

NPC, FWS and the National parl~' _Service. Representatives of the 

office of the State Engineer c(~ndllct~d seven (7) days of hearings 

and received eighty-nine (89)' e',x,hibits into evidence. ,The State 

Engineer received heard testimony from expert 
, .< 

witnesses and 

extensive evidence regarding., the effects of pumping a well 
, " 

completed in the carbonate aquif~r on the springs and the alluvial 

aquifer in the Muddy River spj;'i:ngs Area Groundwater Basin. The 

State Engineer finds that test'imcmy and evidence from that hearing 

is o-f great value in the consi~terati~:>n of Application 46777. 

The State Engineer furthe,I":,finds that evidence from the 1995 
, "'-

Moapa Valley Water District ~nearings on Applications 55450 and 
,~> 

58269 indicates that the hist_Q.:cical estimates of the quantity of 

water flowing from the car,bon'ate aquifer in Coyote springs Valley , , 

to the springs in the Muddy 'Ri:V'er Springs Area ha's be,en estimated 

at 51 cfs or 37,000 afa. 12 D\l~.i119 the: MVWD hearing, MVWD estimated 

the range of quantity of carQ0.n.ate water underflow to the springs 

in the Muddy River Spriny-5 "'Are~, to be from 51,000 afa to 63,900 
,t . ..,,, .~ 

----~,.;',':") 
11 Transcript and' exbtibft.s, public administrative hearing 

before the State Engine.e,:r;r .. J,anuary /February, 1995, off icial records 
of the office o~ th~_"s~ta~1'.~·~l.th~e~r. 

,. ~ t ~ 

12 Trqnscript, pp. 1282-12'si! and. Exhibit Nos. MWD 15 and NPC 
20, public 'adl!liQ,i,s'trati:ve J.~helidinci,,'l before the State Engineer, 
January/Febr"l:lar,y,' i9"9-5'~~ to.~t.'t'"c,ila:.tjreb!lrds in the office of the State 
Engineer. 

' .. 
,,) I" 
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afa, an amount greater than the total of existing water rights from 

all sources from the alluvial .3.quifer (45,260 afa) .13 

VI. 
The aquifer test conducted from December 1993 to April 1994 

under Applications 55450 and 58269, pumped 1,550 acre feet of water 

at a rate of 2,900 ,gallons per minute .(gpm) (6.46 cis) for 121 

days.14 This is equi v,aient '_t'e an· ,av,erage:l-annuaOf p1:lmpa.ng.' 'I"Cbte 'of 

2".14 cfs. Water lev_e'ls in· ,sever-all ca.rbonate'·, and-·/iaI11uv,ia-I.t·\wells 

w,e.re'monitored throughout the. tes't and ·;s-e·lectedt,'da:t:a:tar·e. 'shewn in 

'Table A.12 '\ "If" \t 

Table A. Maximum ';'Ijrawdown- in Several Wells 
. "~- ,', 

, i';'- ;'. 
, Well Name Aquifer .' , Distance from' Maximum 
, Ar·row canyon Drawdown, ft. , 

" , 

• '" , 
. , -, :well, ft . 

, 

-.' • ~ .. , J 
. 

EH-4 C_ar·bena;te 14,000 0.50 

EH-5B · c~tbOhjfJ"et Jb 1,800 0.50 , • '... .' > •• l '.I ~ 
MX-6 'Carbonate "~' 16,000 0.30 

" Dahlberg- "Alluwia1 p 200 0 .... '< " "'" ~"'t , , . j . . \. u.,,' .i,t· East ~ ,,~, i""1 '-wi 
" . · " ., , 

Lewis, Nortp AllUYial): • • .1,800 0 
," ' , 

• , " ,"' .... ' i "dlu~ia"t . , LewlS Farm 2,700 0 - • ' . , , }. ~ ~ 

, DisCh:r~,e.,:r.at,~s:;~~I)1~e~~i?fi\pringS within the Muddy River 

Spr lngs Area Groun'dwale!. ~~sl~ '-''fere allso measured dur ing the test. 

The State Engin.eer finds ... that.jt,he.d.ischarge rates for the springs 

were unchanged .15' ;he: S~~~e:t E!n~.t~~'er further finds that the data 

13 Transcript, pp. 89'9'...,'9(),Q, public administrative hearing 
before the State Engineer,"JranU'arY/February, 1995, official records 
in the office of the Stat~~>:En'gineer. 

14 Exhibit No. NPC-l, p\:iblj;t~ administrative hearing before the 
State Bngineer, January, '_~'~briu.ary, 1995, Applications 55450 and 
58269. "", " i 

1l Exhibit Nos. NPC-,l and MWD-23, public administrative hearing 
before the State Bngineer, '-~:~p\lary, February, 1995, Applications 
55450 and 58269, " ' 
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based on the observations from the monitoring wells from the 121-
day pump test shows little or no impact to either the alluvial or 
carbonate aquifers. The Statt? Engineer finds that the proposed 

well under Application 46777 is appr6ximately 9 miles further away 
to the north and wes~._ of ·the. P.rrow Canyon well used in that pump 

test; therefore, it wOlJ,ld 99 ,'expected. that even, less impact .would 
, ' 

be seen to either the alluvial aqui .. fer; 'OF ,·t'he',spr-cingst in the Muddy , 
Ri ver Spr ings A.p.ea ;G..:o\!J:nClw<;ll-e,r. 'B-as,iF!.>. :;>,- " ;.'I~ r: ;}'" l, ;. 

': .J ~ , ',. v'r r'. ' • 

. . As a' rejSu~~' 9f~ ~'~) s~r'It~,13'-:':\~ >~estif.l~ g.roun~' f,or' the . MX 
mlss11e, the "Un~ted I stat%es. ~-lr IForce, Ball~st~c M~sSlle Off~ce 
contracted., with the'~ ~-:ar~ Ue'.Chnolo9¥· Corporation, ERTEC, to 

investigate P?,'I;_ential .si~es r.fo.~: 'w,ater ~esources.16 As a result of 

this search,' ~f.lq:pi~er "'t.e{ts'4. w§\r.Ef ..... ,,~nlducted cn a well (CE-DT-5) 

1 d · h . . b " •• , '.~" • d 1 d' h 40 camp ete ln t e- Cii~ sm;atie,,\ a~q'i.l~er' an ocate 1n t e same acre 

piece of land (SEt SEt of"'s-et:t:·i::m 23, T.13S., R.63E., M.D.B.&M) as 

the proposed .p~~;}~, of: ai;'~t~if~~8~~~er Application 46777. 17 The 

well was pumped at a constant discbarge of 3,400 gpm (7.58 cfs) for 

thirty (30) days .18 The max-in'i~I!l.: well yield is not k.nown because 

the yields obtained were at tQ$,limlt of the pump capability used 

for the test, not the yield), ~f t~e carbonate aquifer. 19 The 

16 Ertec Western, Inc., MKjSit-'ing Investigation Water Resources 
Pro~ram; Results of Regi.0n~1-1-"~~ .. ~.~~·riate Aquif~r Testin~, Coyote 
Spr 1ngs Valley, Nevada, p.' 1,:- of:f"lc1a1 records 1n the off lce of the 
State Engineer. -":.-

l1 Ertec Western, Inc., MX Si,ting Investigation Water Resources 
Program; Results of Region~l. ,"Carbon,a-:t,e Aquifer Testing, Coyote 
Springs Valley, Nevada, pp. '1..:,:L· oifi/cial records in the office of 
the State Engineer. 

18 Ertec Western, Inc., MX 8i ting 'Investigation Wat:er Resources 
program; Results of Reg1onat',- carbonate Aquifer Tes1;.ing, Coyote 
Springs Valley, Nevada, p". 'p,i-'2'3, official records in the office of 
the State Engineer. :,i 

H Ertec western l Inc. ,.M'X·-;$'i'ting :Investigation Water Resources 
Program, Preliminary water~.M~a:ll.agement Report, Volume 1, p. 84, 
official records in the of'ftc'e"...of the State Engineer. 

, . 
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test yielded drawdowns in the test well itself of 11 to 12 aquifer 

feet. 20 The only other well E;eeing: 

was a monitor well, CE-OT-4, drilled 

any response due to the test 

330 feet away and 1n the same 

formation as CE-DT-5. CE-DT-4 showed no response during the first 

500 minutes of the aquifer test and yielded a maximum drawdown of 

0.38 feet after 12, 00,0 minutes (8.3 days). During maintenance 

shutdowns or pump fai,lur:es'f -.thl~' wa,teir ).l,evells· "J:mj(~'I$-D'R,~t ,reH;:Qwered! 

fully to prepumping' levels- ,wi thinh't-hr.ee tmi:Fl~tes-};-2..1",i :A'TIT ;the' emd 1 0.£; 

the thirty (30) day test.l,YT.:the."{ dt.,awdow,n (me'a'su.re'd· in'··,CE,...DT-4· was . "'~ -

measured at 0.22 fee,t. 22, :<::',Mo"n~h~o·,:r:i.ng. o,f .. :tl'ie s'prJingst',1rn t'he :;Muddy 

River Springs Basin found no- ch'anges 1n discharge rates. 23 ... 
It was concluded frorri ~h~:~ aquifer test of ,t,he 'CE-DT-5 well 

that the carbonate aquifer.- is~ 'c·apable of a long-ter.m, sustained 

yield in excess of 3,400' gpm and that the long-term, constant 

discharge testing of the well. resulted in no detectable impacts 

upon either the discharge .:rate. or water quality of the regional 

springs in the Muddy River.' sP:i,i'.ii~S area. 24 Clear ly there is high 

transmissivity and storatiY'i,~,~{a.~·sociated with this aquifer. The 

, .. . ,." ",.' ;-., 

20 Ertec Western, Inc" MX SJ.fing,Investigation Water Resources 
Program; Results of Regional :.&a.rbdnate Aquifer Testing, coyote 
Springs Valley, Nevada, pp. A':':;~f.1~:"A""'4 '1. 

21 Ertec Western, Inc.,.MX::'§iting Investigation Water Resources 
Programi Results of Reoiclhai ,Carbonate Aquifer Testing, coyote 
Spr ings Valley, Nevada, p. 3'5 ;~' , , 

22 Ertec western~~·~~C;,~ .. '~diitin~ Investig.ation Wat~r Resources 
Program; Results of '~eg1,O~';/t· Carbonate Aqu1fer Test1ng, Coyote 
Springs valle~ 1 Nevad~"~'iPb" '~h6.1.,. official records in the office of 
the Sta~e En91.9~~~r (~\. ) ~ . rtr~, < or , 

23 Ertee wes'te~'n, Inc., t-t;. )?it:ing II(vestigation Water Resources 
Pro~ram; Res\llt;s .. , iO~ r ·Re~.irodl:a~l ~a~rb?;~a~e . Aquifer Tes.ting, coy<?te 
Spr1ngs valle.y.~I~,tf~"v,aa~;',pJl~~';'4~~8~,; 'off1c1al records 1n the off~ce 
of the State Engine~r. ''-', ... ~. ··0 

' ' '1 ,." , 
H Erte.c Westerh: I'nc:, M~c:.i'Si,t1,ing 'Investigation Water Resources 

Program; ResuJ.ts of Re.gilG;R-air:':'e'arbolfate Aquifer, 'Festing. Coyote 
springs Valler;',_ NeyadI; p":>'B2~ ~~f"ti"~Jal records in ttte office of 
the State Englneer .. '/ ..AI ,1·1, <; ~ 

, r '. .. ~ T1- ,l 
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, ' 

State Engineer finds that there is sufficient system yield and 

system storage for new water right appropriations. 
VIII. 

Data to address the question of interference with existing 

water rights in Muddy River Springs Area Groundwater Basin from 
appropriations 10 Coyote Springs Valley Groundwater Basi_TI is 

currently being sought; through,i3. 'monitoljing' p:l.'an,!conducte'd ~bynMoapa' 

Valley Water Districtl1nde.n',Permits' 55450 and' 58269. 25 " The',;Stat,e 

Engineer finds that if" ·att"soine'l~f1ut:'li're time,··i tr "l!s·;d'etermined· that 
, ,". 

pumping the proposed well.t1:lnd:e',J;' Appiliication·· 46·77·1·" i.n,Coyote' Springs 

Valley Groundwater Basin ha's,.ailverse effects on the springs and the 
'" 

alluvial aquifer in the MUc},dr,-:R-iver Springs Area Groundwater Basin, 

then those effects would be d'e"1:ected early on by the reduction of 

water inflow from the ca~bonat~ aquifer to the alluvial system. If 

on'the other hand, no adverse 'e'tfects are indicated then there must 

be unappropriated water available for appropriation from the 

carbonate aquifer. 

IX. 
The State Engineer finds' there are adequate safeguards 1n 

place by way of the monitoring, sites to give an early warning 

before any environmental dama~e is ddne or before pumping from the 

carbonate aquifer in Coyote' Springs 'Valley Groundwater Basin would 

decrease the flow of spr~ngs,. l.D ''the Muddy River Springs Area 

Groundwater Basin. 

X. 
The State Engineer previc1usly stated, in the ruling under 

Applications 55450 and 58269, that the only way to know whether or 

not long term pumping of the ,carbonate aquifer at high diversion 

rates will affect the al_luvial aquifer, springs, Muddy River and ". water right holders ,'is to):"al~lmi pumping to occur and· monitor the 
.. ' i£',t . 

aquifers, spr ings anq, r i·y.~lr through a comprehensive monitoring 

program. Such a. progi'am, air~e~.d'y ..... exists in the Muddy Springs area 
-~ <." ~ I. t~i ~.. ",' 

------------------- ' . 
25 File N0S" -55450 and' 58'62.9, 'tmon'itoring 

. ff' f "h ' . ::.. \ f.t· I r-. 1n the a lce 0 t e:\S,tCl,t,~< ]:·n.g,~p~~r~..t 

., , 
" " . . , . , . .' , , ~, ,.' 

plan, official records 
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and some monitoring is being done in Coyote Springs Valley. The 

successful implementation of the monitoring plan requires the 

cooperation of at least four pa:rties:' Nevada PQwer Company, Moapa 

Valley Water District, U. S. Fil;h and Wildlife Service, and Nevada 

Division of Water Resources. 

The State Engineer finds 

separate monitoring plans In 
encompassing, monitoring plan 

it to be 
exi,sbence 

th'at will 

prudent to 
. ·bo.day. ,'! intol 

'I aCIGu-r'ate'ly 

merge the 

·one:",,· all 

sho,w the 

hydrologic health of the separate· aquifer; . s:.ystems. ,It is 

imperative that the' comprehensive plan haYe'" ,the following 

objectives: 

1. provide an "early warningll so that any 
negative impact can be mitigated or reversed 
by decreasing or c;:ea.EI.:ing pumping; 

2. 

3 . 

4. 

5. 

6. 

" protect the ... gr,oundwa·ter table in the alluvial 
aquifer; ~ .i:.,i 
~~~i~.~;,~{he,~ g:~oZn/~",:~J~r._ table ln the carbonate 

• " '~<,*"~ 
~ ~ J 

,--,protect the flow from the sp':rings in the Muddy 
.' • ' • ~ .• , 'J/, ""\'" .• >,. 'J Spr'l:ngs ar.ea~; "- 1\ .'. : 1_ 

",,"\:.'.~>''"':;.,t:""'"'\i...' .' 

pro~ect~ ~th.e.~f.~0;w1·ip the s~rings which supply 
water tp .. t·,~~:, ltIQP,~"Dc:ce habjfta.t-; and . , 
ar~citEtct the f,i'o~\ih itte.:j1uddy River. 
~_; , '''K' .,.. ~, 1 . 

":', " . . '_ lot ..... 1~' '~~I'\ 
Correspondence, d·a~~.d \Ap,r.h 25, 1996, from the State Engineer 

to ~e~ada _ .. p~w~r . co~pan¥t f~~~~?r 
clarlflcatHms. frbm NPc:1 .. -~ _,.'. I •. ' 

following questions 

1. Do you have acce_s's t,.p- the lands where the 
points of diversion are :located? If the 
answer to that quest·~.on is yes, and th~ land 
is in private hol9j,.,ngs, pl~ase provide a copy 
of the access aq':G~~~~~en,t . 

. ' -" 

or 
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2. 

3. 

There is a great deal of distance between 
points of diversion cmd the place of use and I 
assume there are Fede,ral lands that have to be 
crossed in order to get the water from the 
points of diversion t.o the place of use. What 
type of arrangements have been made for 
easements or rights of way across Federal 
lands and pl,ease provide copies of the various 
permi ts or(a'PJ;)1'fc'a'ti,ons, needed,_" ·to' ,cro'Ss".,,the,·· 
subject lands~' ana wha,teve'r~ er:IN'ir-onmeht'all~~wo"r:k .' . 
is required "for ,those permits.' -,,- ,0:", '" I 

k . 
.'- >. " 

Appliqatioh 467-V] , was, 'prates-ted. 'Whait:' :.wqrk 
h?s beEiri completed' to ;da.t~,.· ,in :the . way of. 
~egft~"ti.?n~, p.1j. &-~~~:;6rut:i,.Oh~, ~n orde''I'. tto. 
res.ol~~ ;trh~.,f~~oe?\Bf) 1-, ,~J 

4. It is, my. unde'rs\tan"'d~:iJ.:rlg that tlhe intended use 
af the wat.efr .. ,:w.a's kdr the Ha:rry Allen Power 
Plan.t. Is the, .. Harry Allen Power Plant still 
in ... ':.the , capita'1- }j)mJ?X'~v:eJnll!nt/resources plans 
file'd,..'w,ith.the PS<;' ",a'n'd 'if .. ,STO, what is the time 
intena'ed!',to:~piiC:u!-ii~' -wa)te'r to beneficial use? 

( .t. '.A' 
Nevada Power Company+respCtnded to the April 25, 1996, letter 

with correspo~q~m:~~ 'd~it.;cf~~,v f:i~;1 ~:1~1"96, with answers as to their 
plans for the Harry Allen PoweI' Plant: 1 

1. NPC has obtained a right-of-way grant for 
6,200 acres from t_l:J..e Bureau of Land Management 
for well sites aI:\p' a pipeline to deliver the 
water to the plan~; , 

2. NPC's air quality p~rmit was modified to allow 
the construction ,oJ, ,up to eight (8) combustion 
turbine unit-s, rat;her'· than coal fired units at 
the Harry Allen. p'ower Plant; 

3. NPC has spent ove:r a million dollars on 
groundwat-er moni tor:1-ng and inventory studies 
in order to, '.bEltter understand any 
hydrogeological connection between Coyote 
Springs Valley 'and ··,t.he groundwater, springs 
and river flOWe i~{.ite" Muddy River Springs Ar·ea 
Groundwater Ba's'iii:i~" ' 'j , 

',.'. ',,' ; 
"'r";:;\<, ,_ . 

4. NPC' s best estirtfilltlt!;..-' .for;' putting all of the 
water to benefiq;ta.;!j."!· upe is between 5 and 8 
years I de'pendihg .~rf;:gJ~'owth in southern Nevada. 
A copy of the i'9·9·4'.';R:'e;Eiource Plan was submitted 
to the St~te Engine_~"r· to show these plans i 
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,r ... ~ 

").1' 

, , 

5. NPC may amend its applications to show a total 
water need of approximately 5,000 acre-feet 
for the Harry Allen Station instead of the 
40,000 acre-feet requested. 

Correspondence dated December 19, 1996, from the State 

Engineer to Nevada Power Company, asked for clarification on land 

access to the proposed well sites given that Aerojet is now the 

owner of the well site proposed under Application 46777. 

Additionally, the S_,tat-e, :E;pgin_H8,r ,as,lte,dl ~fo':r: .'S::~F.:~:i.·fi.cat,i.an,{ton, the 

amount of water sought .by: NPC fo:r. the -.H~p':y .!,-l,le.n .~p}we,r pl~nt;.~ At 

the time Application 46777,was/l:Eiled"..,the State. Engineer und,ers·toed . '- ~-.. ' ... .. '., . - , 

the proposal to be in~ustrj,.al"~(::oo"ling,, i:n ,a 5,9,0 .me,9,a,watt .coa,l fired 

power plant. The Harry Alle.n: Pow,er. plant. nowt."G,onsists .qf a 70 

megawatt natural gas fired pO""9~· plant. 

Nevada Power company ree:ponded to the December 19, 1996, 

letter with correspondence dated January 28, 1997. This letter 

stated that NPC has contract'e.d., with. an engineering firm to conduct 

exploratory drilling at o~.her sites to establish realistic 

diversion points that can be, included in its amended applications. . - -

NPC has also contracted wit!,~>~~'an' engineering firm to model the 

groundwater system in Coyote .sp~;ings Valley, and has not determined 

the actual amount of water ne~ded for the power plant. They would 

like to wait until late May 19,1i1 'to provide that amount. 1 NPC has 

stated that the Harry Allen p~\.i~r station will eventually consist 

of eight (8) combustion turbine units, in lieu of the coal fired 

units initially envisioned. . a'ased on this new information, the 

State Engineer finds that the~amount of water now required by the 

Harry Allen Plant is 5,000 afa,. The State Engineer further finds -,' '.' 

that NPC has shown dilig~n:<::e towards getting the necessary 

easements and has modified their air quality permits to reflect the 
-

proposed addition to the HaT-!~Y' Allen Plant. 

• 

""' .... ~('.- .. 
,~ .- ~ ".., i '1""'~. ,; 

,~'!.. .... .: --'''~'''- .• ,~ 
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CONCLUSlONS 

I. 

The State Engineer has jurisdiction over the parties and of 
the subject matter of this acti.on and determination. 26 

II. 

The State Engineer is prohibited by .law from granting an 

applicatio~ to appropriate ,wa-t.€!r.where: 21 ,' tt. .-. f • :. :" 

1. there is no ·unappropriated wate,r': i'n;, ,the'" 
proposed source of stlpply; . ',"I,., 

2. the proposed use conf l,icts . with exist'lng 
rightsi or ,-- ~ '" , . '-., ... '. :~ ~ ,",'.~' . t~,~"~ 

3. the·" ptopd'se'd -,,~ use"'- t,;' t-hr-eatens to prove 
detrimental to. thl3 pLlblic interest. 

" II I ' :, . 1;' 
" -, t .. ,1 t~ .. , ' 'Ij , " • ..•• • • • 

The sou.r~.e·, of' wate~. f~; ipp.f. it"ation 46777 is the carbonate . . ." ~ 

aquifer I not ~the alluvia"l system ........ The State Engineer concludes 
: I, ~" .,...... .. 

there is ,no ev;idem:e r as' .to thfe exact quanti ty of water available 
-., - f" -, II . . ~ 

for appropr ia't,io~:, ~r~m" ~he.t C,if}lb
i
, f!.rf'r.~ ,aquifer, but there is at least 

18, 000 af6\~ a~'a'tl~'ble- "in to~ta1 qlu~mti.tyl. 
rPW. 

As a resutc' Of~ the t:1x"'~';q.~!~(tt test and the MVWD aquifer test, 
," 

the State Engineer conp.luqes tha,t the approval of Application 46777 

would not interfere ~iiq a,(;Y lexisting rights in the Coyote Springs 

Groundwater Basin or the Mud9Y~-" River Springs Area Groundwater 

Basin. 

V. 
The 121 day carbonate aquifer test conducted in support of 

Applications 55450 and 58269, showed little or no effect on the 

water levels in the alluvial 'a'quifer or the springs in the Muddy , 
River Springs Area. A monitori.ng plan has been implemented in the 

Muddy River Springs Area and :-t:ri,gger levels have been established . ' ,,-

21 NRS Chapters 533 anq. 53~', 

21 NRS § 533.370. 
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to identify possible adverse effects. The monitoring data 

collected from ·the monitoring plan are submitted to the State 

Engineer for reVlew. If any signs of adverse effects are 

identified by the State Engine'3r, t.he State Engineer may order a 

reduction of pumping in the a.rea. The point of diversion for 

Application 46777 is .upgradient and furth.ar away from the Muddy 

Springs Area than the test well an9. is· toe be· .completed . in ,the

carbonate aquifer. The State E-Iagineer concludes~ ti'ha.t~ 't~he~ ap,p,r:oval 

of Application 46777 for industrial use b¥;:the tHarry;~Alrlen' P0wer 

Pla:}lt does not threaten to prove' d.et:.~irrient:al to !\: t.h'e-t', pub;l-ic 

interest. The State Engineer further concludes that NPC must 

obtain additional water ri9,hit::~::t,;f40J'-, the Harry Allen Power Station to 
'. ....,.. ,. ' 

meet gro,wing demands for '-eHH::':r.'r,ici by 
~ , " . 

Application 46777 would not, th,re1a.ten to 

interest. >.' l" i:1Mi li)I:· 
••••• ,l"I_ •• "~ 

"',w, ~"""" 

in southern Nevada; thus, 

prove detrimental to public 

_ . 4' ~ , VI • 

The FWS manag'e,~' tih~e-<,-~a.i:ratwt;J..rdlife Refuge, the location of the '\,,. ... "" ... -tl~' 
habitat for tz~~-~n:d~ng~F~~ ~~~'cl.pa'~.~ .. The source of water for the 
springs on,. the refuge~ 1"'5,_ 'the car'Donate aquifer. The FWS is 

concerned /thatl!add~iti:<lI]."aViPiW~ing of ~e carbonate aquifer will 

reduce th~ f~9y 5).~ ~.ai~r~~.·~~~m) r~~,,\springs and damage the Dace 
habitat. A m0tii-to'r:irig~ pla,n. 'f~'rt~ne Is'prl!ings has already been ,put in 

\' c. f 

place by Moapa v,.a1 l.ey, ~~te~ D~st~i"~t and is an essential element in 

protecting the "'-Bac~'~ q~~{t~t"fA}I.h6' State Engineer concludes that 

additional monitorin~.-~~! Ji!'.~G- "f~~J help provide an lIearly warningll 

program in order to ~vet;,t#~~n~, ;~ljIpacts to the springs in the Muddy 
.... ~- .... ' ,-.;: •• ,,>. 

River Springs Area. ..~~ ",,,' 

VII. 

The State Engineer concl,u,des that the diversion rate of 55.0 
cfs requested under Applicat~~~'~'):' 46777 is far in excess of the 

• '>-' 

aquifer test diversion rate· and, cQ,nsiderably more than needed for ,'- ':i '.: ' 
a total diversion of 5 ,ogO aJ:si 'now required by the Harry Allen 

- ." ~ 

Power Plant, and it would be 'd,etrimental to the public interest to , 

, , 
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grant a permit for a quantity of water· that will not be 

beneficially used. 

VIII. 

NPC 1 s Application 46777 :3eeks to obtain additional water 

rights for the Harry Allen Power Plapt to expand their electricity 

producing capability because of the increasing population growth in 

The protestants, .fear: -that; addi tional' pumptng~',from 

- -, bonate aquife'.r;,will reduce tofte flow..,.of ,water,.·to;-t;.·he'alluvial 

which is the ·source of water 'within" the MuddYi Riv'er Springs . . , 

Basin, the spring-si"wi-tl1in the basin., and the"Muddy 

From ,t.'l)e MVWD hea'ring, and from other- records :of the State 

Engi'neer, .the~tate Engineer c~:mc.ludes the following: 

1. th~ ~:h.ydraulic conn~ct':ion between the carbonate 
aqutter and the ~iluvial, system is poorly 
defi'ned; 

• < .' 

3. 

4. 

-'-, 
it is unl'i'k.eIY'-'-t'1iat ·'gr.oundwater pumping under 
any permit granted putsuant to Application 
46777 from the.-;dirbonate \aquifer will reduce 
the quantity 'of. M'ater en~ering the alluvial 
~ ... r~~em, ~h_~Lgrolf~~water tatl\e of the alluvial, 

-;.t';,·~~.t1e-~,(:;;J;~ti .. ~$tl~-F:' pl, ~1:h~, sp~lngs, qnd t:~ve flow 
_;': 'Lr:l:Jthe Muddy Rl~e .. r,:.t,();" a PP,lnt '"',\ha-t. c,r~~ates a 

conf lict with existing r ig~~s; \', 
, ~,~;' \ 

, , '~.J< \ . 

it is unknown whetlhe:r the' !qu~~:n;t'itY"k2'f water 
entering the ·~"'IiJ.-v;i.3:l syst.e'mt: -~ I~om the 
carb0I.1a~e a9uif.~"'(s,_37;190~:~f~a,_ or i,\f,higher 
quantltles ln tne range between 51,OOa afa to 
64, 000 afa, :are av-a:i:rab~e'" f6~ ~appropl:l'\iation 
and use in the basini 'and, " ,- \ ' 

~ ""'1 ,- '" t ~-; ".' " \ 

the way to dE:!te;r?.wi~~t ih>~ \mp,act's, ~s to,; ~~low 
additional pumping of' the carbonate aqu':).fer 
and monitor'the effect~""r' ',. ""'f' ': ~ 

- "', RULING ~ \ 
'< -., "', ",., [ 

The protest to Application 46777." ~s· hereby overrul~d and said 
_, !,.. 1 

application is hereby, approved subjec~-"to the, following fonditions: 

1. existing water rights; 

2. payment of the statutory permit fees; 

\ 
\ 

'\ 
'. , 
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3, 

4, 

5, 

6. 

RMT/JK/ab 

Dated this 

"" '. " , . ", J , • , , , , 
" . , 

the pumping rate b~ing" i,ecluced',_ to 10 cubic 
feet per second, ,not ";.0, e..~ceed}5~,..e.ba·~cre fe'et 
annually; ',",~.," ~i,,,;/,, 

1 .. \. ""'\ '~r'" 
~ " ~; . ~' 

a comprehensive monitorin"g· plan .... to be 
submitted by(NPC to the.s·u~lte':·'Erfg,ineer and'. the 
protestant w'i thin ninl~'ty .• ( i)O)- 'Ci&y's ot" the date 
of this ruling, ~ ).tf Js ,p~·~amR\}Flti tha"tt ,N,pe work 
with MVWD anq FW'~ t,ot~;u~i;t:6'ge.Ut~r~~~+m:qnito,pi~g·" 
plan that wh'en'- revTewed' 'along ~'side' -.MiVW,oi!'s 
monitoring plan, will'give an- ove.r-'a11,1 p:i!ctou»e' 
of ~he Coyote sPt . .i,_hgs:":,_~'atrl·~Yl afi~d' -M.{l8:d'Y'f;Ri-v~r 
Spr.~ngs Area. The ps.;:s.n1'>s,had lr. ae "subm~ t:t'ed a·nd 
approved by the S·t'aite~E'n~-1:neer pri"or ·to 
pumping the well; ,)(~ ... "l\"'-' 

NPC will be requir;E;:J"~S-;b:it an annual 
report of the moni to":{i~n'g;"re'sul ts. The FWS and 
MVWD 'will have the ,~~p~~rrtMnity to' review and 
comment on the anl!.tf;;l;.':,.- report, The -State 
Engineer will then .. :'r.:e·t,ain the option of 
reducing the pumping i'~lt:e 'for the next yea'r, 
or any other actioij ~"tlh.p.:t'·.~may be necessary to 
protect the public .ffl5t"e:rest or to prevent 
conflicts with existlrii;t"r;,ig'hts; and I -

] 9th day of 

______ ~,J~ll~n~e~ ______ ' 1997. 

' .. ~ 

. ' 

" 
",' . '~,- ' 

" - ' ~ 

J 

".~ I 
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